
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR 
TREE CARE PROFESSIONALS

Best in class 
cutting capacity.

INTRODUCING 592 XP
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READ MORE ON PAGES 4–13

Five reasons why professionals  
choose Husqvarna
There are many reasons why professionals choose Husqvarna 
products and services, packed with benefits that will make your work 
easier and better. Here we present five ways to increase productivity 
and performance, while at the same time, create a better work 
environment.

READ MORE ON PAGE 8

Battery power
Battery chainsaws for climbing arborists that start at the 
push of a button. They deliver all the power needed and 
do so with low noise, no fumes and decreased 
vibrations, making life in the treetops better.

H U S QVA R N A S U P P O R T

P O L E P RU N E R S

C L E A R I N G S AW S

F U E L  A N D L U B R I CA N T S

X P L O R E R C O L L E C T I O N

P R O D U C T N E W S 2 0 2 2

C H A I N S AW S

W H Y P R O F E S S I O N A L S C H O O S E H U S QVA R N A

B AT T E R I E S  A N D  C H A R G E R S

P E R S O N A L P R O T E C T I V E E Q U I P M E N THusqvarna products and solutions are developed for you. In 

everything we do, we strive to improve your life as well as the life 

of those around you. From battery-powered equipment to fleet 

management solutions, we continuously help create the best 

conditions for a healthy business. 

From state-of-the-art tools, protective clothing, groundbreaking 

technical innovations, to aftermarket services, we have one goal: 

to make your workday better, to make you better.

Make your  
workday better

Husqvarna conducts continuous product development and 
reserves the right to change designs, specifications, technical 

data and equipment levels without prior notification. As an 
operator you are responsible for the proper use of our products 

and so you should read and understand all instructions and 
warnings in the operator manuals before using the products . 

Consult your dealer about the equipment and performance of our 
products in your country, as this can vary per country. Regarding 

protective clothing and safety equipment, design and use of 
reflective clothing, carefully check the legal requirements in your 

country. Reasonable steps are taken to ensure that technical 
data is up-to-date at the time of publication. We cannot accept 

responsibility for printing errors.
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Dedicated to the true 
professionals
Husqvarna’s 500 series of products are designed to perform. To deliver impressive 

results and to withstand tough usage day in, day out. No matter if you choose a 

battery powered or gas powered machine, every detail is developed with professional 

use in mind, to maximize performance and productivity and make easy work of the 

toughest of jobs. Year in, year out.

1. PROFESSIONAL 500 SERIES

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE

All you need to get it done
No matter your task, we can supply you with all that you need to do 
your job efficiently. In our product range you’ll find everything from 
chainsaws to pole saws and PPE. And naturally, we offer service and 
support to keep you running.

HEAVY-DUTY DESIGN 

Durable and tough. Just like you.
Professional work can be demanding and challenging. Husqvarna’s 
500 series excels when it comes to durability and longevity. Every 
single part of our machines have been carefully chosen, developed 
and tested to withstand heavy-duty usage, to maximize uptime, while 
minimizing unplanned stops and repetitious maintenance 
procedures.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Increase your productivity
Your professional equipment needs to be durable and reliable. But it 
also has to get the job done as efficiently as possible. Husqvarna 
machines are always developed with usage and productivity in mind. 
This means that you can rest assured they deliver both high power 
and fast speeds, while never compromising on safety, ergonomics or 
care for your surroundings. We manage this by constantly exploring 
new technologies and innovations and by adding smart features and 
functions that increase efficiency and productivity.

USER-CENTRIC FOCUS

Taking care of you
Vibration damping with LowVib®, easy starts with Start Mode, 
comfortable handles or specially designed, ergonomic harnesses. 
Thanks to Husqvarna’s excellent, purposeful features and functions 
paired with well-balanced and lightweight machines, you will 
experience better ergonomics, less vibrations and an easier work 
day. This all translates into a better work day – and just as much into 
your overall well-being.
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AUTOTUNE™

Full engine performance 
With AutoTune™, you can always expect reliable starts and maximum 
performance from your Husqvarna engine. It’s an automatic feature that 
constantly fine-tunes the air-fuel mixture, compensating for factors such 
as humidity, altitude, temperature, fuel quality and, air filter clogging. 
Your engine runs perfectly – and you never have to tune the carburetor 
manually again.
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DESIGNED BY HUSQVARNA  
– MADE FOR A PERFECT FIT

Electric control units and batteries are all designed by 
Husqvarna. This means we can optimize the complete 
system, resulting in machines with low weight, slim 
design and excellent balance.

HIGH ENERGY – HIGH EFFICIENCY

To ensure a long runtime, efficient components with minimal energy 
losses are essential. All our motors, control units and batteries are 
developed with high efficiency in mind. This means that as much as 
possible of the energy within the battery is being utilized for real work.

Husqvarna  
2-stroke engines
We’ve been refining the 2-stroke gas engine ever 
since we started making motorcycles in 1903. 
This continuous strive for perfection has resulted 
in today’s powerful, reliable and efficient engines. 
But we didn’t stop there. What really sets modern 
Husqvarna engines apart are their innovative 
features, ensuring they deliver top performance 
in any conditions, while using every drop of fuel to 
the max.

X-TORQ® – BOOSTING ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

X-Torq® engines deliver great combustion 
efficiency, with no compromise on power 
or torque. Every cycle, the cylinder is 
flushed with fresh air before the air/fuel 
mixture enters the cylinder to prevent 
unburnt fuel from mixing with the exhausts. 
This translates into a daily user benefit, 
lowering emissions and saving on fuel, 
compared to previous models without 
X-Torq® engine.

The power you  
need to succeed
No matter if you choose gas or battery power, you can always rely on Husqvarna 

technology to deliver the required results. Characterized by our long and proud history 

of engineering, our 2-stroke engines and electric motors are all developed to maximize 

performance and durability. All to increase your productivity.

QUICK, RELIABLE AND POWERFUL 
ACCELERATION

Husqvarna’s professional 2-stroke engines are 
optimized to deliver maximum acceleration and 
high torque. When combined with a quick 
engine start, this acceleration allows you to get 
the job done faster, never compromising on 
output or reliability.

Husqvarna electrical  
E-TORQ motors
The unique Husqvarna E-TORQ motors are developed and produced by 
Husqvarna and are perfectly adapted for each application. The brushless 
design minimizes the number of moving parts and the encapsulated motors 
are built to withstand tough, prolonged professional use, are completely 
maintenance-free and designed to last the entire product-life.

BRUSHLESS MOTORS  
– HIGH PERFORMANCE

The brushless motors deliver high constant torque 
from low rpms enough for the most demanding 
tasks. All to ensure uptime and productivity.

2. HUSQVARNA ENGINE AND MOTOR TECHNOLOGY
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Nothing is new,  
except everything
It may look exactly the same. And yes, it will perform on the impressive levels that you’re 

used to. But still, it’s new. It’s changed. It’s been built to make new levels of efficiency 

possible. Because above all – it’s better. For you, your hands and your body.  

And for the environment and the future.

For any professional, our battery-powered equipment is a sheer pleasure to work with. 

From the low vibration levels to the perfect balance and the protected, encapsulated 

motor, the battery products will help both you and the environment to be better.

3. BATTERY SERIES

PERFORMANCE

Ready for professional use
Our professional range of battery-powered machines is now stronger  
than ever, offering impressive power-to-weight ratio, high capacity and 
performance on par with their gas counterparts. The power output in each 
machine delivers full torque from zero rpm and has been adapted to the 
intended application, while the heavy-duty design and active cooling allow 
you to work uninterrupted in any weather. Plus, the machines come with 
additional smart features, making work  
even more efficient and productive.

USER INTERFACE

Taking battery convenience  
to a new level
Husqvarna battery-powered machines define convenience. From start/
stop at the push of a button, to a user-friendly keypad and an intuitive 
user interface that clearly displays battery status and speed settings, 
we designed these tools to maximize productivity. For increased safety, 
an LED light indicates when the machine is on, and a timer automatically 
switches it off after a period of inactivity.

WATER-PROOFED DESIGN

Keep working in any weather
Come rain, wind or sunshine. Thanks to a well-engineered and rigorously  
tested design, our battery machines fulfill IPX4 – a strict weather 
protection classification standard for electronic products. This result is 
long-lasting and reliable tools – particularly good for working in wet 
conditions.

FLEXIBILITY

Just pick a battery and connect
Husqvarna’s battery system is based on a common platform for 
maximum flexibility. This means you can pick and choose almost freely 
among our batteries, chargers and accessories, depending on your 
needs. Whether you opt for carrying your batteries on your back, in your 
belt or in the machine itself, it all fits together beautifully. Just as easy  
as it should be.

DEVELOPED INHOUSE 

Perfect fit, perfect performance
Husqvarna's lithium-ion batteries are all developed and tested by Husqvarna 
to ensure constant high performance, durability, long lifetime and short 
charging time. And thanks to Husqvarna’s unique design where all vital 
parts are encapsulated, the batteries are also rain- and dust resistant. This 
means you’re able to keep working – no matter  
the conditions.

READ MORE

Explore our entire range of battery products at  
husqvarna.com/us/battery-series-accessories
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A perfectly paired 
system for the best 
cutting experience
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4. HUSQVARNA CUTTING SYSTEMS

Every detail improved
Developed together with our X-Cut® chains, we have guide bars for 
every professional application, designed to get the best possible 
performance out of your Husqvarna chainsaw, and to give you 
maximum results with minimum downtime. 

Husqvarna's own X-Cut® chain and guide bars have 

been meticulously developed and designed by 

Husqvarna. By locating the manufacturing alongside 

our chainsaw factory in Huskvarna, Sweden, we have 

been able to optimize each detail for its overall 

purpose: to maximize your output.

It's all about the output
X-Cut® is the first ever chain to be developed, designed and 
manufactured by Husqvarna. We created an optimal cutting angle 
that gives you long-lasting performance and sharpness that lasts, 
minimizing the time spent on maintenance. It also comes to you 
pre-stretched further reducing slack and unnecessary wear.

Feed your Husqvarna a healthy diet
If you want your equipment to perform at its best, day in and day 
out, you want to be sure to use the best lubricants. When you 
choose Husqvarna, you're getting the very same exceptional 
quality we used when we developed and tested your chainsaw.



We are stronger than ever

X-TORQ® ENGINE TECHNOLOGY Provides lower fuel 
consumption and reduced exhaust emissions levels in accordance 
with the world's most stringent environmental regulations.

AUTOTUNE™ Delivers optimal engine performance while 
compensating for different fuels, altitude, humidity, temperature 
and air filter conditions.

LOWVIB® Anti-vibration dampeners absorb motion, sparing the 
users arms and hands.

MAGNESIUM CRANKCASE Sturdily built to withstand high 
RPMs and tough professional use, ensuring a long service life.

FORGED, THREE-PIECE CRANKSHAFT Provides maximum 
durability for the toughest use.

AIR INJECTION™ Centrifugal air cleaning system removes 
larger dust and debris particles before reaching the air filter.

LOW, SLENDER SAW BODY Makes the chainsaw easy to 
handle in any situation.

FELLING SIGHT Is molded into the saw body providing critical 
directional guidance. 

TRANSPARENT FUEL INDICATOR Makes it easy to visibly 
check the fuel level.

ADJUSTABLE OIL PUMP Makes it easy to set the chain 
lubrication according to your needs.

SNAP-LOCK Cylinder cover is toolless, providing large, open 
access, saving you time when servicing and cleaning.

EASY STARTING With combined start/stop switch and fuel 
pump,

RETAINED BAR NUTS And starter screws to prevent loss.

FLIP UP TANK CAPS Are easy to open and secure firmly, 
even when wearing gloves.

SIDE MOUNTED CHAIN TENSIONER Makes chain 
adjustment quick and easy.

LOW GYROSCOPIC FORCES are a result of 
unique cylinder design and an optimized center 
of gravity.

X-CUT® CHAIN Cuts up to 15% better 
because it’s designed to optimize the 
performance of your Husqvarna chainsaw. 

1-YEAR Professional gas powered - 2-YEAR 
Battery powered chainsaw warranties - our 
commitment to your success.

7-DAY Money back guarantee, ensures your 
satisfaction.

The
Difference

*This listing of features is intended to provide a general overview, not all features are available on all models.

5. THE XP DIFFERENCE

Compared to the Husqvarna Professional series, XP® 

chainsaws set the standard for peak performance and 

exist in a class all their own. 

What makes a chainsaw truly legendary? We believe a professional chainsaw is 

defined by its capacity to work every bit as hard as you - cutting all day, every day, 

until the job is finished. This is how we measure professional performance.

MORE HORSEPOWER AND A BETTER POWER-TO-WEIGHT RATIO  
is delivered by way of our unique crankshaft design. It increases the amount of 
compression in the combustion chamber, which increases the force and 
power generated.

LARGER TRANSFER PORTS carry more fuel and air, 
creating more acceleration and torque when you need it.

TUNED IGNITION COIL delivers higher maximum RPMs 
resulting in a higher chain speed.

POWER BAND, that is optimized for skilled users, delivers 
more torque within a specific RPM range. When operating the 
saw within this range, you’ll experience far superior power 
and performance.   
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Gear designed to handle your 
daily challenges
You deserve protection, comfort, and safety, whether 
you're into forestry or tree care. Your personal protective 
equipment should be designed for exactly the type of job 
you do. That's the idea behind our Technical Xtreme Arbor 
chainsaw pants and everything in the Husqvarna range. 
Page 68

Built for you 
The new 592 XP features a new starting technology, with 
only one procedure. Thanks to AutoTune 3.0 the engine 
settings are always optimized for all conditions. 
Meanwhile, the 585 is characterized by a mix of 
traditional technology with an easily adjusted needle 
carburetor and modern performance. 

EXPLORE THE 90'S

Find out more about our new chainsaws at 
husqvarna.com/us/discover/90cc-chainsaws
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PRODUCT NEWS 2022

More powerful than ever
More powerful. More efficient. And more reliable. The all-new 90cc range of Husqvarna chainsaws will 
bring completely new levels of productivity to your work day. Designed to improve you and your work. 
For a better cutting experience. The new Husqvarna 592 XP®, 592 XP® G and Husqvarna 585 
chainsaws are developed to meet the toughest of demands, in the most user-friendly way possible, for 
demanding tree care professionals. They are designed to meet heavy-duty challenges with both 
power output, user-centric design and excellent maneuverability. And they are built to endure and to 
be truly reliable. In short, they are made to provide you with the very best workday. Page 22

Equipped for the  
heaviest of duties
The new 90cc saws are equipped with our new X-TOUGH™ LIGHT 
bars and X-TOUGH™ bars. The X-TOUGH™ LIGHT bar is a robust 
bar with reduced weight that greatly improves maneuverability. 
The X-TOUGH™ bar is made from solid steel for added durability 
and stiffness, providing long, reliable use and straight cuts. 
Page 40
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USER- CEN T R IC DE SIG N

Designed for humans
High power is not necessarily synonymous with heavy, 
cumbersome machines. When we design our chainsaws, we 
always set out to make your work easier. Husqvarna chainsaws 
all come with smart design features that provide optimized 
maneuverability, making them easy to twist and turn.

X-TORQ® ENG INE S

Better fuel efficiency. 
Lower exhaust emissions. 
X-Torq® engines deliver great combustion efficiency, with no 
compromise on power or torque. Every cycle, the cylinder is flushed 
with fresh air before the air-fuel mixture enters the cylinder, to prevent 
unburnt fuel from mixing with the exhausts. The result? A significant 
reduction of exhaust emissions as well as improved fuel efficiency, 
compared to similar models without X-Torq®.

Make the cutting 
experience better
Chainsaws perfectly adapted to the task at hand. For precision cuts high up in 

the treetops, or for the toughest of heavy-duty felling tasks. Chainsaws paired 

with razor-sharp X-Cut® chains, perfectly adapted to the saw, and a robust but 

lightweight bar that delivers impressive handling and maneuverability. Whatever 

you choose, you can rest assured that it’s been designed for you, for an 

improved cutting experience.

EXPLORE ONLINE

Find our entire range of chainsaws and accessories  
by visiting husqvarna.com/us/chainsaws/professional-chainsaws
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SMART FEATURES

It’s all in the details
Husqvarna chainsaws come loaded with a host of smart features that make them 
more ergonomic and easy to start. Their durable design, along with their safety 
features are second-to-none for keeping you and the machine in good working 
condition.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Protect yourself and work more safely
Our extensive range of protective equipment offers the latest innovations 
in design and material. All our clothing will provide you with the level of 
protection and comfort you need to get the job done, not only safely, but 
also efficiently. Read more on page 68.

X-CUT™ CHAINS AND X-FORCE™ BARS

Add a whole new level of cutting performance
The new line of X-CUT® chains and X-FORCE™ bars have been designed specifically for Husqvarna 
chainsaws. Every detail has been optimized to perfection, to provide excellent sharpness, extreme 
durability and low weight. This translates into impressive cutting performance, maximized results 
with a minimum of downtime. Read more on page 40.

HUSQVARNA AIR INJECTION™

Keeping the dust out.  
And you going.
Husqvarna Air Injection™ is a valuable feature that efficiently 
purifies the air before it reaches the engine. By centrifuging the 
incoming air, it removes saw dust and other particles to keep the 
filter unclogged, allowing the engine to keep going for much longer 
without the need to clean the filter. It also saves the engine from 
unnecessary wear, for a considerably longer product life.

AUTOTUNE™

Full engine performance, 
whatever the conditions 
With AutoTune™, you can always expect reliable and 
maximum performance from your chainsaw. It’s an 
automatic feature that constantly fine-tunes the air-fuel 
mixture, compensating for factors such as humidity, 
altitude, temperature, fuel quality and, not least, air filter 
clogging. Your engine runs perfectly – and you never  
have to tune the carburetor manually again. 

BATTERY CHAINSAWS

Clean and quiet,  
yet powerful
Less vibrations and less noise, with no direct 
emissions - but still all the power you need to 
get the job done. On top of that, the 
convenience of easy starts and stops, at the 
press of a button. Our powerful battery 
chainsaws will help you achieve a better, more 
productive work day.

E XTENSIVE TESTING

We’ve tried hard to break it,  
so you won’t
All our chainsaws undergo extensive testing, both in laboratories and out in 
the field. We test run the machines for several hundred hours in water brake 
test rigs where they are loaded at different speeds to simulate common 
work situations. We do this in order to detect any temperature or durability 
issues. To detect any vibration problems, we also run the chainsaws at full 
throttle in laboratory test rigs for several hundred hours.
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HUSQVARNA AIR INJECTION™

Keeping dust out. And you going. 
Husqvarna Air Injection™ technology uses the centrifugal force of the 
machine fan to provide better air purification. Thanks to this, the amount 
of saw dust entering the air filter is reduced and the life span of the 
engine extends considerably. This allows for longer operational time.

SIDE-MOUNTED CHAIN TENSIONER

Quick and easy adjustment
A tightened chain is essential for your chainsaw to perform safely and 
efficiently. That’s why you need to check the chain tension regularly as 
you use the saw. Husqvarna chainsaws come with a side-mounted chain 
tensioner that makes adjustment quick and easy. 

LOW V IB®

Stay alert and save your 
fingers from vibration
Thanks to effective vibration dampening, you can 
work comfortably and efficiently for a longer 
period of time. By separating the tank and 
handles from the engine and cutting equipment 
with carefully tuned anti-vibration elements, we 
have managed a considerable reduction of the 
vibrations in the handles. All this helps spare  
your arms and hands, allowing you to stay  
safe in the long run.

L IMBING PER FOR M A NCE

Move along the trunk with ease
Our small and mid-sized professional chainsaws are 
exceptional choices for limbing. The shorter guide bar 
paired with the high chain speed, impressive cutting 
performance and excellent maneuverability allows you to 
swiftly and comfortably move the chainsaw around the 
trunk with minimal strain on your body.
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Gas CHAINSAW

572 XP® 

GAS CHAINSAW

585 

CHAINSAWSCHAINSAWS

GAS CHAINSAW

565 

At just 14.5 lbs, the 572 XP® has a better power-to-
weight ratio and 12% higher cutting capacity than 
previous Husqvarna models in the same class. Excellent 
cooling and heavy-duty filtration maximize reliability, 
while a smart design accommodates longer guide bars. 

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ AutoTune™

 ■ Heated handles and carburetor (optional)

Promising next-generation cutting performance, the 
Husqvarna 565 lets you work faster and more 
efficiently with longer guide bars. Excellent cooling 
capacity and state-of-the-art filtration empower you to 
tackle the most demanding tasks. Equipped with 
revamped AutoTune™ and Air Injection™ and offering 
low vibrations, the 565 is a powerful yet ergonomically 
designed chainsaw for fast, safe work.

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ AutoTune™

 70.6 cm³

 5.8 hp

 3 /8"

 20-32 in  14.5 lbs

  86 cm³

  6.9 hp

  3 /8"

  18-36 in   16.5 lbs

 70.7 cm³

 5.5 hp

 3 /8"

 16-32 in  14.6 lbs

 88 cm³

 6.5 hp

 3 /8"

 16-32 in  16.1 lbs

 70.6 cm³

 5 hp

 3 /8"

 20-28 in  14.3 lbs

 70.7 cm³

 4.9 hp

 3 /8"

 16-28 in  14.1 lbs

GAS CHAINSAW

372 XP® 
GAS CHAINSAW

390 XP® 

GAS CHAINSAW

365 

The Husqvarna 365 is a chainsaw used by some of the 
world’s hardest-working professionals. The combination 
of low weight and 70cc power make this saw well-suited 
to a variety of applications. The X-Torq® engine delivers 
eco-friendly performance that will help you save big on 
fuel. 

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

Built for demanding work with enough power for longer 
bar options, the Husqvarna 372 XP® is ready for the 
toughest applications. The crankcase and crankshaft 
are extra durable, while the carburetor’s vibration 
dampening can handle high speeds and heavy 
workloads. Featuring a powerful X-Torq® engine, this 
chainsaw is the ideal combination of high power and 
low weight.

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

The Husqvarna 390 XP® features professional 
performance and excellent vibration dampening, 
making work easier and more efficient than ever. The 
LowVib® system and smart ergonomics make this large, 
powerful saw easy to handle – even with longer guide 
bars. Additionally, Smart Start® technology guarantees 
faster start-ups, while the rubber-mounted carburetor 
boosts durability. Prepare to get the job done like never 
before.

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Adjustable oil pump

 ■ Quick-release air filter

 ■ Side-mounted chain tensioner

NEW

GAS CHAINSAW

592 XP® 
GAS CHAINSAW

395 XP® 
GAS CHAINSAW

3120 XP® 

  92.7 cm³

  7.6 hp

  3 /8"

  18-36 in   16.3 lbs

  94 cm³

  6.6 hp

  3 /8"

  20-36 in   17.4 lbs

  118.8 cm³

  8.31hp

  3/8" / .404"

  24-42 in   22.9 lbs

NEW

 Cylinder displacement, cm³  Power output, hp  Chain pitch, inch  Recommended bar length min – max, in  Weight (excluding cutting equipment), lbs   

For more technical specifications and information on engine power rating see pages 32–33.

Robust and durable, the 585 chainsaw has all the 
benefits of a modern chainsaw with the traditional 
technology you know and appreciate. Exceptional 
durability combined with an impressive power to  
weight and a well-balanced body makes it the perfect 
companion for felling, limbing and bucking large  
trees in even the dirtiest conditions. You can fit  
up to 36" (90 cm) bars.

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

AUTOTUNE™ 3.0

Intuitive starting and  
optimized performance
Enjoy easy starting – hot or cold – and maximum performance in all conditions. 
AutoTune™ 3.0 simplifies the starting procedure and automatically optimizes the 
engine settings to the actual altitude, temperature, air humidity and fuel quality. 
No need for manual carburetor adjustment.

With best-in-class cutting capacity and power-to-weight, 
fantastic maneuverability, new starting technology, and 
reliable operation and uptime (even in the roughest 
conditions) the 592 XP® is your perfect partner in felling, 
limbing and bucking the largest of trees. You can fit up to 
36" (90 cm) bars on it, never compromising on balance 
and control.

 ■ Connectivity ready

 ■ AutoTune™ 3.0 with simplified start technology

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ Heated handles and carburetor (optional)

The Husqvarna 395 XP® is built for professional loggers 
and foresters. Excellent balance and a rugged design 
make this large saw easy to operate – even with longer 
guide bars. The aggressive clutch can handle the 
chainsaw’s substantial power, while a wider clutch cover 
guarantees effective wood chip dispersal. Take your work 
to the highest level of performance with this trusted 
machine.

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ Adjustable oil pump

 ■ Quick-release air filter

 ■ Magnesium crankcase

Husqvarna’s largest chainsaw is one of the most powerful 
in the world. The primary applications for the 3120 XP® 
are extreme logging, portable saw mills and stump work. 
This saw is designed to pull the chain on our longest bars. 
Like all Husqvarna chainsaws, the 3120 XP® has a 
superior power-to-weight ratio. Thanks to Effortless 
Starting®, LowVib® and other premium features, this 
heavy-duty chainsaw is surprisingly easy to start and 
operate. 

 ■ Adjustable oil pump

 ■ Quick-release air filter

 ■ Magnesium crankcase

 ■ LowVib®



FORESTRY TOOLS

Everything else you may 
need in the forest
Your chainsaw may be your most important piece of 
equipment, but it’s certainly not the only one. Whether 
you’re a full-time logger or work professionally with 
tree care, we have a wide range of equipment to offer, 
from felling tools and axes to tool belts and bags. Of 
course, they are all held to our high standards of 
quality and reliability. Read more on page 44.
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GAS CHAINSAW

550 XP® Mark II
BATTERY CHAINSAW

540i XP® 

BATTERY CHAINSAW

535i XP® 

  .325"mini

 14-16 in  6.39 lbs

  .325"mini

 10-14 in  5.29 lbs

CHAINSAWSCHAINSAWS

A lightweight and powerful, battery-powered chainsaw. 
Ideal for crown reduction and lighter tree removals 
where you need the extra reach a rear-handle 
chainsaw provides. Features excellent ergonomics, 
high chain speed and all the comfort of battery power 
without compromising performance. 

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ 35cc class cutting performance

 Cylinder displacement, cm³  Power output, hp  Chain pitch, in  Recommended bar length min – max, in  

 Weight (excluding cutting equipment and battery where applicable), lbs.  For more technical specifications and information on engine power rating see pages 32–33.

The second generation of Husqvarna’s 550 XP® 
chainsaw is ready for demanding use in felling, limbing 
and bucking operations. The saw delivers maximum 
power in the 50cc class. Designed for professional 
forestry and tree care crews, this durable saw has 
improved power and a slimmed-down design. A host of 
innovative features guarantee comfortable and 
efficient operation, season after season. 

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ AutoTune™

 ■ Heated handles and carburetor (optional)

 50.1 cm³

 4 hp

 325"

 16-20 in  11.7 lbs

A rear-handle battery powered chainsaw with 
impressive power output – on par with a professional 
40cc gas chainsaw. Ideal for tree removal and thinning 
as well as for arborist groundcrew work. Features 
advanced user interface with battery status and start/
stop, excellent ergonomics and provides user-friendly 
balance and maneuverability. Needs to be powered 
with BLi300 or BLi200X battery for full performance.

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ 40cc class cutting performance

HUSQVARNA CHAINSAW ACADEMY

Improve your skill set
Welcome to Husqvarna Chainsaw Academy – our online source for 
information about safe, convenient and efficient chainsaw work. It’s the 
perfect guide for professionals. No matter what kind of experience you 
have, and how many trees you’ve cut down over the years, there’s always 
room for improvement. Just so that you’re prepared for wind-lashed 
forests and anything else unusual and dangerous that the elements 
might throw at you. Go to chainsawacademy.husqvarna.com 

GAS CHAINSAW

562 XP® 

GAS CHAINSAW

555 
GAS CHAINSAW

545 Mark II 

Husqvarna’s 562 XP® chainsaw is developed for 
demanding work by tree care and forestry 
professionals. The 562 XP® has a groundbreaking 
design, including improved components, a new air filter, 
and the ability to fit bars up to 28". The X-Torq® engine 
delivers more power where you need it, with 20% less 
fuel consumption and 75% fewer emissions. Plus the 
562 XP® comes with Husqvarna’s X-Cut® chain for 
improved performance and lasting sharpness.

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ AutoTune™

 ■ Heated handles and carburetor (optional)

The power and reliability you need to take on any job. 
Husqvarna’s 555 chainsaw is developed for demanding 
work. The 555 has a groundbreaking design, including 
improved components and a new air filter. The X-Torq® 
engine delivers more power where you need it, with 
20% less fuel consumption and 75% fewer emissions. 
Plus the 555 comes with Husqvarna’s X-Cut® chain for 
improved performance and lasting sharpness. 

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ AutoTune™

The second generation of Husqvarna’s 545 chainsaw is 
a 50cc unit that’s ready for felling, limbing and bucking 
of small and midsize trees. Designed for professional 
forestry and tree care crews, this durable saw has 
improved power and a slimmed-down design. A host of 
innovative features guarantee comfortable and 
efficient operation, season after season.

 ■ Excellent cooling capacity for a longer life

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Magnesium crankcase

 ■ AutoTune™

 59.8 cm³

 4.7 hp

 3 /8"

 18-28 in  13.4 lbs

 59.8 cm³

 4.16 hp

 3 /8"

 18-24 in  13.01 lbs

 50.1 cm³

 3.6 hp

 .325"

 16–20 in  11.7 lbs

HUS QVA R N A 5 4 5 Mar k I I  A ND 55 0 X P® Mar k I I

High-performance cutting  
in a slimmed-down package
Durability and reliability are among the most important things when 
taking on the challenges of forestry work. With Husqvarna 545 Mark II 
and 550 XP® Mark II, you’ll be able to experience truly impressive 
maneuverability and excellent cutting performance paired with quick 
acceleration and easy, reliable starts. All packaged in a slim but  
durable chainsaw for a long product life.
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GAS TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T540 XP® II

BATTERY TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T535i XP®
BATTERY TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T540i XP®

GAS TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T435
GAS TREE-CARE CHAINSAW

T525

 37.7 cm³

 2.4 hp

  .325"mini

 14-16 in  8.6 lbs

  .325"mini 

 10-14 in  5.29 lbs

  .325"mini

 12-16 in  5.51 lbs

 35.2 cm³

 2.01 hp

 3 /8"mini

 12-16 in  7.5 lbs

 27.0 cm³

 1.48 hp

   3 /8"mini

 12 in  5.95 lbs

Mid-sized, lightweight 35cc top-handle chainsaw, for all 
sorts of professional tree care. The low weight and well-
balanced saw body makes it very easy to work with. 

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

Very lightweight and well-balanced, 27cc top-handle 
chainsaw. Thanks to its quick acceleration, easy 
starting and great reliability, it’s an efficient choice for 
trimming, pruning and small crown reduction.

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

A very lightweight and powerful, battery-powered top-
handle chainsaw. Ideal for crown reduction and lighter 
tree removals. Features excellent ergonomics, high 
chain speed and all the comfort of battery power, with a 
power output equivalent of a 35cc gas chainsaw.

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ 35cc class cutting performance

With its 38cc engine, this is an impressively powerful 
top-handle chainsaw. The perfect tool for all sorts of 
professional tree care, when you need excellent 
performance in combination with great ergonomics.

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Smart Start™

 ■ Husqvarna Air Injection™

 ■ AutoTune™

Our most powerful top-handle battery powered 
chainsaw with impressive power output – on par with a 
professional 40cc gas chainsaw. Ideal for tree care and 
climbing work thanks to excellent ergonomics and low 
weight. Features advanced user interface with battery 
status and start/stop, excellent ergonomics and 
provides user-friendly balance and maneuverability. 
Needs to be powered with BLi300 or BLi200X battery 
for full performance.

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ 40cc class cutting performance

HUSQVARNA T540i XP® AND 540i XP®

Outstanding battery power 
performance
Impressive power on par with 40cc gas engines. Start and 
stop at the press of a button. And no exhausts. 
Husqvarna’s battery powered chainsaws are tree care 
innovation and technology taken to the next level.

ARBORIST ACCESSORIES

Gear up for the treetops
Husqvarna’s range of arborist accessories caters to professionals who 
rely on quality tools for quality work. Helmets, high quality throw lines and 
weights, wedges, carabiners and sturdy rope bags – we’ve got you 
covered. Read more on page 44.

 Cylinder displacement, cm³  Power output, hp  Chain pitch, in  Recommended bar length min – max, in  

 Weight (excluding cutting equipment and battery where applicable), lbs.  For more technical specifications and information on engine power rating see pages 32–33.



The best battery chainsaw 
(and our battery-powered future)

T540i XP® — The best battery-
powered chainsaw 2020 (PTIA)
The T540i XP® top-handle chainsaw won top honors among 
battery-powered chainsaws in the Pro Tool Innovation Awards 
(PTIA). In praising the T540i XP® as an efficient commercial 
solution, the PTIA editors said:

"This chainsaw features a ground-up, new design and was 
developed with professional users in mind. Used with the newly 
released BLi200X battery, this new chainsaw has capabilities 
equivalent to professional 40cc class petrol chainsaws, making it 
ideal for tree removals and smaller felling tasks."

540i XP® — Most Powerful 
Cordless Chainsaw
In the category of "Most Powerful Cordless Chainsaw," top honors 
were awarded to Husqvarna's 540i XP® battery chainsaw. In 
explaining their selection, the editors of Popular Mechanics wrote:

"In our recent test of electric chainsaws, the 40-volt 540i XP® 
cranked out 124 test discs of six-inch-diameter ash. What that 
number doesn't tell you is how quickly and easily it got to that 
number — without stalling, vibration, or tiring us out. The saw is 
supremely capable of firewood production, storm cleanup, and 
landscaping maintenance."

Batteries have come a long way! Just a few years ago, most arborists and landscapers would have 
scoffed at the idea of a cordless electric chainsaw that could deliver power and performance equal to 
that of a gas-powered unit.

But that's no longer the case. More commercial crews than ever are adding battery units to their 
trucks. Some are even going 100% electric. Pros are hearing the other side of the gas vs battery 
debate and learning the many benefits of battery.

With equipment like the 540i XP® and T540i XP® continuing to make headlines, there’s no better time 
to experience the power and performance of Husqvarna battery tools for yourself.
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READ MORE

Find our entire range of pole saws 
and accessories by visiting 
husqvarna.com/us/pole-pruners-
saws/
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GAS POLE SAWS

525P5S
GAS POLE SAWS

525P4S
GAS POLE SAWS

525DEPS MADSAW™

BATTERY POLE SAWS

530iP4

GAS POLE SAWS

525PT5S

 25.4 cm³

 1.36 hp

 3 /8"mini

 10-12 in

 133.9 in

 14.1 lbs

 25.4 cm³

 1.36 hp

 3 /8"mini

 10-12 in

 95.7 in

 11.7 lbs

 25.4 cm³

 1.36 hp

 3 /8"mini

 12 in

 95.7 in

 16.4 lbs

 1 /4"

 10-12 in

 98.4 in

 7.5 lbs

 25.4 cm³

 1.36 hp

 1 /4"

 10-12 in

 158.3 in

 15.4 lbs

POLE  PRUNERSPOLE  PRUNERS

BATTERY POLE SAWS

530iPT5

 1 /4"

 10-12 in

 157.5 in

 11.02 lbs

SAW HEAD DESIGN

Impressive precision  
and a clear view
Husqvarna pole saws allow you to adopt a 
comfortable working position where you always 
have total control. The key to this is the slim 
design of the saw head, making the saw 
extremely well-balanced. You also have an 
unobstructed view of what you’re pruning, 
further enhanced by the fact that the cutter bar 
is positioned on the left side instead of the right. 

525DEP S M A D SAW ™

An extra measure of safety
The industry’s first and only dielectric gas-
powered pole saw that is individually tested to 
meet OSHA 1910.269. 25cc pole saw with a detachable shaft that makes for 

long reach and easy transporting between work sites. 
Low weight, excellent ergonomics and superior balance 
help you work comfortably even with less accessible 
vegetation. 

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ Detachable shaft

Designed for easy maneuverability, this 25cc pole saw 
provides excellent ergonomics and superior balance, 
helping you avoid stresses and strains that come from 
awkward working positions.

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

As the industry’s first and only dielectric gas-powered 
pole saw that is individually tested to meet OSHA 
1910.269, the MADSAW™ delivers an extra measure of 
safety for skilled line workers, utility workers, and tree 
care professionals. The MADSAW™ can be used in the 
bucket, in the tree, or on the ground for extreme 
versatility. Purposeful design allows the pole saw’s 
sections to quickly disconnect for secure storage in a 
tree care truck or utility vehicle. More productive than a 
manual saw and more useful than a hydraulic unit, the 
MADSAW™ makes pruning and limbing projects more 
efficient than ever before.

 ■ Meets OSHA 1910.269

 ■ Toolless couplers 

 ■ Multiple lengths 

 ■ Adjustable, automatic chain lubrication

 ■ Tether point

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

25cc pole saw with a telescopic shaft that offers our 
longest reach. Excellent ergonomics and superior 
balance help you achieve high-end results with 
minimum effort. For an improved working position, use 
the Balance Flex harness.

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ Telescopic shaft

 Cylinder displacement, cm³  Power output, hp  Chain pitch, in  Recommended bar length min – max, in  Max. length with cutting equipment, in  

 Weight (excluding cutting equipment and battery where applicable), lbs For more technical specifications and information on engine power rating see pages 32–33.

Battery pole saw with a performance power output 
equivalent of a 30cc gas machine. Its low weight, 
excellent ergonomics and quiet operation make it 
comfortable to use in any location at any time of day. 

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ Slimmed designed cutting head

Battery pole saw with a telescopic shaft that offers our 
longest reach and has a power output equivalent of a 
30cc gas machine. Its low weight, excellent ergonomics 
and quiet operation make it comfortable to use in any 
location at any time of day. 

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ savE™ 

 ■ Intuitive keypad 

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)

 ■ Telescopic shaft

 ■ Slimmed designed cutting head

DIELECTRIC POLE SAW ACCESSORIES

STORAGE BAG
For transport and storage of the MADSAW™. Designed to 
store the dielectric segment and extension shafts in order 
to help maintain integrity of the fiberglass segment. The 
bag also features an exterior pouch with button snaps for 
extra storage.

BOOM MOUNTS
Designed specifically for the Husqvarna 525DEPS 
MADSAW. Rubber trim for bar/chain oil reservoir 
protection. High quality fiberglass construction and 
ratchet straps for durability. Designed for both round or 
square booms. 

DIELECTRIC BAR 
AND CHAIN OIL

See page 65 for a 
complete range of 
Husqvarna fuel and 
lubricants
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GAS CHAINSAWS 3120 XP 395 XP 592 XP® 585 390 XP 372 XP® 365 572 XP® 565 562 XP® 555 550 XP® Mark II 545 Mark II

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cylinder displacement, cm³ 118.8 94 92.7 86 88 70.7 70.7 70.6 70.6 59.8 59.8 50.1 50.1

Power output, hp 8.4 6.6 7.6 6.9 6.5 5.5 4.9 5.8 5 4.7 4.16 4 3.6

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A)* 102 102 112 112 107 110 110 107 105 106 106 107 106

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A)** 116 115 119 119 119 119 119 120 119 118 118 117 116

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s²*** 6.7 / 7.8 6.5 / 10.2 6.6/5.3 6.6/5.3 6.5 / 7.5 5.7/8.0 5.7/8.0 5.4 / 4.1 5.2/5.3 3.2 / 5.0 3.2 / 5.0 3.3 /4.9 3.6 /4.1

Chain pitch, inch .404" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3/8" 3 /8 3 /8 3 /8 3 /8 3 /8 3 /8 .325 .325

Recommended bar length, min–max,  inch 24-42 20-36 18-36 18-36 16-32 16 –32 16 –28 20 –32 20-28 18 –28 18 –24 16 –20 16–20

Weight (excl. cutting equipment), lbs 22.9 17.4 16.3 16.5 16.1 14.5 14.1 14.5 14.3 13.4 13 11.6 11.6

FEATURES

LowVib® •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Smart Start™ •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • • —  • •

Adjustable oil pump •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Inertia chain brake •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Magnesium crankcase •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Quick release air filter cover •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Quick-release air filter •• ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Air Injection™ — ••  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Side-mounted chain tensioner  — —  • •  • • ••  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

X-Torq® engine — —  • •  • • —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Combined choke /stop control — —  • •  • • —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Snap-lock cylinder cover — —  • •  • • —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Heated handles — —   ••  (optional) — — — —   ••  (optional) —  • • (optional) —  • • (optional)  • • (optional)

Heated carburetor — —   ••  (optional) — — — —   ••  (optional) —  • • (optional) —  • • (optional)  • • (optional)

AutoTune™ — —  • • — —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Fuel pump — —  • •  • • — — —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Retained bar nuts — —  • •  • • —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Visible fuel level — —  • •  • • —  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

BATTERY CHAINSAWS 540i XP® 535i XP®

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Battery type Li-ion Li-ion

Voltage, V 40 40

Motor type BLDC (brushless) BLDC (brushless)

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A) * 95 93

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A) ** 106 106

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s² *** 3.6 /3.7 2.5 / 2.8

Chain pitch, inch  .325mini .325mini

Recommended bar length, min–max,  inch 14 –16 10 –14

Weight (excl. battery and cutting equipment), lbs 6.3 5.7

FEATURES

savE™  • •  • •

Flip up tank cap  • •  • •

Inertia chain brake  • •  • •

Intuitive keypad with battery status  • • —

Intuitive keypad —  • •

Retained bar nuts  • •  • •

*Equivalent sound pressure level at the operator’s ear, measured according to EN ISO 22868, dB(A). Reported data for equivalent sound pressure level for the 
machine includes statistical uncertainty. **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) is reported as guaranteed value in conformity with 
EC directive 2000/14/EC, with statistical dispersion included. Measured according to ISO 22868. ***Equivalent vibration levels (ahv,eq) at handles, measured 
according to EN ISO 22867, m /s². Typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of ± 1 m /s².

*Equivalent sound pressure level, according to ISO 22868, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for different sound pressure levels under various working conditions. Typical statistical 
dispersion for equivalent sound pressure level is a standard deviation of 1 dB(A). **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/
EC. The guaranteed sound power level includes variation in production as well as variation from the test code with 1–3 dB(A). ***Equivalent vibration level, according to ISO 22867, is calculated as 
the time-weighted energy total for vibration levels under various working conditions. Reported data for equivalent vibration level has a typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of 1 m /s².

CHAINSAWSCHAINSAWS

NOMINAL POWER The EU machinery directive (2006 /42 /EC) came into force on January 1, 2010, requiring manufacturers to declare the nominal power of engines, in kilowatts (kW). The power rating of the 
engines indicated is the average net power output during a normal working situations and meets applicable noise regulations (at specified rpm, see owner manual) of a typical production engine for the engine 
model measured to SAE standard J 1349 / ISO 1585. Mass production engines may differ from this value. Actual power output for the engine installed in the final machine will depend on the operating speed, 
environmental conditions and other variables.
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GAS POLE SAWS 525PT5S 525P5S 525P4S 525DEPS MADSAW™

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cylinder displacement, cm³ 25.4 25.4 25.4 25.4

Power output, hp 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A)* 89 90 91 91

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A) ** 107 107 107 111

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s²*** 6.3 / 5.3 2.3 / 3.7 2.9 / 3.2 7.5 /10

Chain pitch, inch 1 /4 3 /8mini 3 /8mini 3/8mini

Recommended bar length, min–max,  inch 12 12 12 12

Max. length with cutting equipment, feet 16 16 13 12.5

Weight (excl. cutting equipment), lbs 15.4 14.1 11.7 16.4

FEATURES

X-Torq® engine  • •  • •  • •  • •

Auto return stop switch  • •  • •  • •  • •

Chain lubrication  • •  • •  • •  • •

Chain tensioner  • •  • •  • •  • •

Fuel pump  • •  • •  • •  • •

Rear impact guard  • •  • •  • •  • •

Stand alone starter  • •  • •  • •  • •

Telescopic tube  • • — — —

Inertia balancing wheel —  • •  • •

Detachable shaft —  • • —  • •

Fiberglass shaft — — —  • •

Toolless couplers — — —  • •

Tested to OSHA 1910.269 — — —  • •

HARNESS INCLUDED

Standard single  • •  • •  • • —

Balance Flex ( • •  ) ( • •  ) ( • •  ) —

( ) = Accessory *Equivalent sound pressure level, according to ISO 22868, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for different sound pressure levels under various working conditions. Typical statistical 
dispersion for equivalent sound pressure level is a standard deviation of 1 dB(A). **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC. The guaranteed sound 
power level includes variation in production as well as variation from the test code with 1–3 dB(A). *** Equivalent vibration level, according to ISO 22867, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for vibration levels 
under various working conditions. Reported data for equivalent vibration level has a typical  statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of 1 m /s².

GAS TOP HANDLE CHAINSAWS T540 XP® II T435 T525

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cylinder displacement, cm³ 37.7 35.2 27.0

Power output, hp 2.4 2 1.5

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A)* 104 103 98

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A)** 116 114 111

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s²*** 3.5 /4.2 3.6 /3.9 4.9 / 5.2

Chain pitch, inch .325"mini 3 /8mini 3 /8mini

Recommended bar length, min–max, inch 14 –16 12 –16 12

Weight (excl. cutting equipment), lbs 8.6 7.5 6

FEATURES

X-Torq® engine  • •  • •  • •

LowVib®  • •  • •  • •

Smart Start™  • •  • •  • •

Inertia chain brake  • •  • •  • •

Adjustable oil pump  • •  • •  • •

Fuel pump  • •  • •  • •

Quick release air filter cover  • •  • •  • •

Quick-release air filter  • •  • •  • •

Side-mounted chain tensioner  • •  • •  • •

Flip-up tank caps  • •  • •  • •

Air Injection™  • • —  • •

Retained bar nuts  • • —  • •

Magnesium crankcase  • • — —

Belt eyelet  • • —  • •

AutoTune™  • • — —

Visible fuel level  • • —  • •

*Equivalent sound pressure level, according to ISO 22868, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for different sound pressure levels under various working conditions. Typical statistical dispersion for equivalent 
sound pressure level is a standard deviation of 1 dB(A). **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC. The guaranteed sound power level includes 
variation in production as well as variation from the test code with 1–3 dB(A). ***Equivalent vibration level, according to ISO 22867, is calculated as the time-weighted energy total for vibration levels under various 
working conditions. Reported data for equivalent vibration level has a typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of 1 m /s².

BATTERY POLE SAWS  530iPT5  530iP4

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Battery type Li-ion Li-ion

Voltage, V 40 40

Motor type BLDC (brushless) BLDC (brushless)

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A) * 83 88

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A) ** 98 98

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s²*** 1.0 / 1.2 1.0 / 0.9

Chain pitch, inch 1/4 1/4

Recommended bar length, min–max,  inch 10 -12 10 -12

Length, extended, with cutting equipment, inch 157 98

Weight (excl. battery and cutting equipment), lbs 10.1 7.6

FEATURES

savE™  • •  • •

Intuitive keypad  • •  • •

Harness eyelet  • •  • •

Rear impact guard  • •  • •

Retained bar nuts  • •  • •

Flip up tank cap  • •  • •

Telescopic tube  • • —

HARNESS INCLUDED

Single harness  • •  • •

Backpack battery harness — —

*Equivalent sound pressure level at the operator’s ear, measured according to ISO 22868, dB(A). Reported data for equivalent sound pressure level for the machine has a typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) 
of 1 dB(A). **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) is reported as guaranteed value in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC, with statistical dispersion included. Measured according to 
ISO 22868. ***Equivalent vibration levels (ahv,eq) at handles, measured according to EN ISO 22867, m /s². Typical statistical  dispersion (standard deviation) of ± 2 m /s².

BATTERY TOP HANDLE CHAINSAWS T540i XP® T535i XP®

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Battery type Li-ion Li-ion

Voltage, V 40 40

Motor type BLDC (brushless) BLDC (brushless)

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A) * 92 93

Sound power level guaranteed (LWA) dB(A) ** 103 106

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq) front /rear handle, m /s² *** 2.1 / 3.4 2.0 / 2.4

Chain pitch, inch   .325"mini   .325"mini 

Recommended bar length, min–max, cm / inch 12 –16 10 –14

Weight (excl. battery and cutting equipment), lbs 5.5 5.3

FEATURES

savE™  • •  • •

Intuitive keypad with battery status  • • —

Intuitive keypad —  • •

Inertia chain brake  • •  • •

Belt eye let  • •  • •

Flip up tank cap  • •  • •

Retained bar nuts  • •  • •

*Equivalent sound pressure level at the operator’s ear, measured according to EN ISO 22868, dB(A). Reported data for equivalent sound pressure level for the machine includes 
statistical uncertainty.  **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) is reported as guaranteed value in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC, with 
statistical dispersion included. Measured according to ISO 22868. ***Equivalent vibration levels (ahv,eq) at handles, measured according to EN ISO 22867, m /s². Typical 
statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of ± 1 m /s².

NOMINAL POWER The EU machinery directive (2006 /42 /EC) came into force on January 1, 2010, requiring manufacturers to declare the nominal power of engines, in kilowatts (kW). The power rating of the 
engines indicated is the average net power output during a normal working situations and meets applicable noise regulations (at specified rpm, see owner manual) of a typical production engine for the engine 
model measured to SAE standard J 1349 / ISO 1585. Mass production engines may differ from this value. Actual power output for the engine installed in the final machine will depend on the operating speed, 
environmental conditions and other variables.
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Husqvarna Professional Chainsaws
The following powerhead, bar and chain configurations are available from your local Husqvarna dealer.

3736

Your Husqvarna chainsaw is more than a purchase, it's an investment in 
cutting excellence. Season after season, you depend on your chainsaws 
for your livelihood. As one of our customers, we know you're putting your 
trust in us. That's why we offer a 1-year professional-use warranty on our 
gas-powered professional and XP chainsaws. 

1-Year professional 
gas powered 
warranty

1

2-Year professional 
battery powered 
warranty

2
We're confident you'll love your new Husqvarna chainsaw. So confident 
that we offer a money-back guarantee so you can buy without reservation. 
If you're not satisfied with a qualifying professional chainsaw within seven 
days of purchase, you can return it for a full refund or store credit towards 
the purchase of a new Husqvarna product from the dealer.

Money back guarantee

*Terms and conditions apply. Valid at your local participating Husqvarna Dealer only. All models are not 
available at all dealers, so be sure to call or visit your local dealer for more information.

*During the 1 year warranty period, Husqvarna will at its option repair or replace, at no charge, any product or 
part purchased after 1st of January 2019 that has a defect in material or workmanship under normal use and 
maintenance (including any commercial, professional, agricultural, institutional or income-producing use). This 
warranty is subject to the terms and conditions in Husqvarna's Limited Warranty. See the details of Husqvarna's 
manufacturer's warranty.       

REAR HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH ITEM NUMBER

535i XP .325 mini 0.043 14 967893874

540i XP .325 mini 0.043
14 967864014
16 967864016

543 XP 0.325 0.050 16 967146202

545 Mark II
0.325 0.050

16 967690636
18 967690638
20 967690640

0.325 0.058
16 967690616
18 967690618

550 XP 
Mark II

0.325 0.050
16 967690836
18 967690838
20 967690850

0.325 0.058
16 967690816
18 967690818
20 967690820

555

3/8 0.050
18 970501404
20 970501406
24 970501408

3/8 0.058
18 970501405
20 970501407
24 970501409

562 XP

3/8 0.050

18 970502102
20 970502104
24 970502106
28 970502122

3/8 0.058

18 970502103
20 970502105
24 970502115
28 970502123

3/8 0.063 28 970502128

365

3/8 0.050
20 966428621
24 966428694
28 966428624

3/8 0.058
20 966428620
24 966428623
28 966428625

565

3/8 0.050
20 966733906
24 966733908
28 966733910

3/8 0.058
20 966733907
24 966733909
28 966733911

372 XP

3/8 0.050
20 965968308
24 965968311
28 965968315

3/8 0.058
20 965968309
24 965968312
28 965968321

3/8 0.063 32 965968343

572 XP

3/8 0.050
20 966733106
24 966733108
28 966733111

3/8 0.058
20 966733107
24 966733109
28 966733112

3/8 0.063
28 966733113
32 966733114

REAR HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH ITEM NUMBER

585

3/8 0.050

20 970493070
24 970493074
28 970493078
32 970493082

3/8 0.058

20 970493030
24 970493024
28 970493028
32 970493032

3/8 0.063
28 970493088
32 970493092
36 970493096

390 XP

3/8 0.050

20 965060720
24 965060724
28 965060728
32 965060732

3/8 0.058
20 965060730
24 965060734
28 965060738

3/8 0.063
28 965060750
32 965060714
36 965060751

592 XP

3/8 0.050

20 970493150
24 970493154
28 X-Tough RSN 970493168
28 X-Tough Light 970493158
32 970493152

3/8 0.058

20 970493140
24 970493144
28 970493148
32 970493132

3/8 0.063

28 970493178
32 X-Tough RSN 970493162
32 X-Tough Light 970493142
36 X-Tough RSN 970493156
36 X-Tough Light 970493146

395 XP

3/8 0.050

20 965902749
24 965902737
28 965902739
32 965902709
36 965902720

3/8 0.058

20 965902762
24 965902763
28 965902765
32 965902772

3/8 0.063
28 965902771
32 965902735
36 965902710

3120 XP* — — — 965960701

TOP HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH ITEM NUMBER

T525 3/8 0.050 12 967633312
T535i XP .325 mini 0.043 12 970502128

T435 3/8 0.050
12 966997232
14 966997234
16 966997236

T540 XP II 
(49 State)

.325 mini 0.050
14 967287614
16 967287616

T540i XP .325 mini 0.043
12 967863712
14 967863714
16 967863716

CHAINSAWSCHAINSAWS

*Powerhead only



REAR HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH DRIVE LINKS BAR MODEL BAR ITEM NO. CHAIN MODEL CHAIN ITEM NO. FILE SIZE

535i XP .325 mini 0.043 14 59 X-Precision 596553659 SP21G X-Cut 596553359 5/32

540i XP .325 mini 0.043
14 59 X-Precision 596553659 SP21G X-Cut 596553359 5/32

16 64 X-Precision 596553664 SP21G X-Cut 596553364 5/32

543 XP

.325 Pixel 0.050
16 66 X-Force 596199766 SP33G X-Cut 581643666 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596199772 SP33G X-Cut 581643672 3/16

.325 Pixel 0.058
16 66 X-Force 596199866 H25 591099072 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596199872 H25 591099078 3/16

545 
MARK II

550 XP 
MARK II

.325 Pixel 050

16 66 X-Force 596199766 SP33G X-Cut 581643666 3/16

16 66 X-Force 596008966 SP33G X-Cut 581643666 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596199772 SP33G X-Cut 581643672 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596008972 SP33G X-Cut 581643672 3/16

20 80 X-Force 596199780 SP33G X-Cut 581643680 3/16

20 78 X-Force 596008978 SP33G X-Cut 581643678 3/16

0.325 058

16 66 X-Force 596199866 H25 591099066 3/16

16 66 X-Force 596009066 H25 591099066 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596199872 H25 591099072 3/16

18 72 X-Force 596009072 H25 591099072 3/16

20 78 X-Force 596009678 H25 591099078 3/16

20 78 X-Force 596009078 H25 591099078 3/16

555

3/8 0.050

16 60 X-Tough 596687260 C83 X-Cut 585550060 7/32

18 68 X-Tough 596687268 C83 X-Cut 585550068 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596687272 C83 X-Cut 585550072 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596687284 C83 X-Cut 585550084 7/32

3/8 0.058

16 60 X-Tough 596688260 C85 X-Cut 581626960 7/32

18 68 X-Tough 596688268 C85 X-Cut 581626968 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596688272 C85 X-Cut 581626972 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596688284 C85 X-Cut 581626984 7/32

365
372 XP
562 XP
565
572 XP

3/8 0.050

16 60 X-Tough 596687460 C83 X-Cut 585550060 7/32

18 68 X-Tough 596687468 C83 X-Cut 585550068 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596687472 C83 X-Cut 585550072 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596687484 C83 X-Cut 585550084 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596687493 C83 X-Cut 585550093 7/32

3/8 0.058

16 60 X-Tough 596689160 C85 X-Cut 581626960 7/32

18 68 X-Tough 596689168 C85 X-Cut 581626968 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596689172 C85 X-Cut 581626972 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596007584 C85 X-Cut 581626984 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596007593 C85 X-Cut 581626993 7/32

585

3/8 0.050

20 72 X-Tough 596687472 C83 X-Cut 585550072 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596687484 C83 X-Cut 585550084 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596687493 C83 X-Cut 585550093 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596687405 C83 X-Cut 585550005 7/32

3/8 0.058

20 72 X-Tough 596689172 C85 X-Cut 581626972 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596689184 C85 X-Cut 581626984 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596689193 C85 X-Cut 581626993 7/32

32 104 X-Tough 596689105 C85 X-Cut 581626905 7/32

3/8 0.063

28 93 X-Tough 596689693 H83 591164093 Square

32 105 X-Tough 596689605 H83 591164005 Square

36 115 X-Tough 596689615 H83 591164015 Square

REAR HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH DRIVE LINKS BAR MODEL BAR ITEM NO. CHAIN MODEL CHAIN ITEM NO. FILE SIZE

592 XP

3/8 0.050

20 72 X-Tough 596687472 C83 X-Cut 585550072 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596687484 C83 X-Cut 585550084 7/32

28 93 X-Tough Light 599656793 C83 X-Cut 585550093 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596687405 C83 X-Cut 585550005 7/32

3/8 0.058

20 72 X-Tough 596689172 C85 X-Cut 581626972 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596689184 C85 X-Cut 581626984 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596689193 X-Cut C85 591164093 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596689105 C85 X-Cut 581626905 7/32

3/8 0.063

28 93 X-Tough 596689693 C83 X-Cut 585550093 Square

32 105 X-Tough 596689605 H83 591164005 Square

32 105 X-Tough Light 599958405 H83 591164005 Square

36 115 X-Tough 596689615 H83 591164015 Square

36 115 X-Tough Light 599958415 H83 591164015 Square

390 XP
395 XP

3/8 0.050

18 68 X-Tough 596687468 C83 X-Cut 585550068 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596687472 C83 X-Cut 585550072 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596687484 C83 X-Cut 585550084 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596687493 C83 X-Cut 585550093 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596687405 C83 X-Cut 585550005 7/32

3/8 0.058

18 68 X-Tough 596689168 C85 X-Cut 581626968 7/32

20 72 X-Tough 596689172 C85 X-Cut 581626972 7/32

24 84 X-Tough 596689184 C85 X-Cut 581626984 7/32

28 93 X-Tough 596689193 C85 X-Cut 581626993 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596689105 C85 X-Cut 581626905 7/32

36 115 X-Tough 596689115 C85 X-Cut 581626915 7/32

3120 XP

3/8 0.050
28 93 X-Tough 596687493 C83 X-Cut 585550093 7/32

32 105 X-Tough 596687405 C83 X-Cut 585550005 7/32

3/8 0.058 32 105 X-Tough 596689105 C85 X-Cut 581626905 7/32

0.404 0.063 32 95 X-Tough 596690095 H64S 591164495 7/32

TOP HANDLE CHAINSAWS

MODEL PITCH GAUGE BAR LENGTH DRIVE LINKS BAR MODEL BAR ITEM NO. CHAIN MODEL CHAIN ITEM NO. FILE SIZE

T525 3/8 Mini 0.050 12 45 X-Precision 596009745 S93G X-Cut 585422145 5/32

T535i XP .325 Mini 0.043 12 51 X-Precision 596553651 SP21G X-Cut 596553351 5/32

T435 3/8 Mini 0.050

12 45 Laminated 596009745 S93G X-Cut 585422145 5/32

14 52 Laminated 596009752 S93G X-Cut 585422152 5/32

16 56 Laminated 596009756 S93G X-Cut 585422156 5/32

T540 XP .325 Mini 0.050
14 52 X-Precision 596553659 SP21G X-Cut 596553359 5/32

16 56 X-Precision 596553664 SP21G X-Cut 596553364 5/32

T540i XP .325 Mini 0.043

12 51 X-Precision 596553651 SP21G X-Cut 596553351 5/32

14 59 X-Precision 596553659 SP21G X-Cut 596553359 5/32

16 64 X-Precision 596553664 SP21G X-Cut 596553364 5/32

Bar & chain fit-up
The following suggested bar and chain types are based on the most common original equipment combination. 
Additional Husqvarna bars and chains are available from your local dealer.
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DURABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT GUIDE BARS

Husqvarna X-FORCE™

X-FORCE™ guide bars are Husqvarna’s answer to the challenge of 
designing the perfect guide bar – a bar that’s both lightweight and low-
maintenance to minimize your burden, yet durable enough to withstand 
tough work over a long time. Husqvarna X-FORCE™ guide bars are 
developed in tandem with Husqvarna X-CUT™ chains, optimized for 
Husqvarna chainsaws. The result is a cutting system that makes your 
chainsaw perform on an entirely new level – delivering a fast, precise 
kerf with minimal friction loss.

Reinforced, maintenance-
free nose sprocket

Optimized welding pattern 
for improved durability and 
stiffness

Increased bar width for 
improved durability

Optimized profile for lower 
wear and longer lifetime

The X-CUT™ chain is pre-stretched at 
the factory so you can work for longer 
before re-tensioning is needed. No 
unnecessary chain tension required. 
The risk of damaging the cutting 
system with a slack chain is also 
decreased.

A carefully balanced 
combination of construction, 
materials and processes mean 
excellent, dynamic durability. 
Wear on the cutting system is 
reduced – and so is the need 
for service.

X-CUT™ chain is made for making 
faster cuts, and it’s ready to be 
used straight out of the box. This 
improves your efficiency – and 
your results. The smooth cutting 
reduces the feed force needed, 
making the work easier on your 
body.

X-CUT™ CHAINS AND X-FORCE™ BARS

Designed by Husqvarna
At Husqvarna, we’re experts at making chainsaws. We know how essential the guide bar and chain are for total performance. That’s 

why we see them as extensions of the chainsaw, not add-ons. We used our expertise to develop optimal guide bars and chains 

specifically for Husqvarna chainsaws. To provide perfect fit and performance, our X-CUT™ chains are developed side by side with our 

chainsaws in our manufacturing facilities in Sweden. This process has significantly improved the chains and made a real difference to 

the output of the chainsaw. Once you've tried it, we think you'll agree. 

Thanks to the intuitive golden tie 
strap function, you easily can 
locate the starting point, 
simplifying the filing of the chain

MINIMUM DOWNTIME, MAXIMUM RESULTS

Husqvarna X-CUT™

X-CUT™ chains are the first chains to have been developed, designed 
and manufactured by Husqvarna – and it has all been done in the  
city of Huskvarna, Sweden, where our chainsaws are developed and 
tested. Husqvarna X-CUT™ chains are designed to maximize your 
output, allowing you to work longer without interruptions. You will feel 
the difference, and you will produce more in the long run.

Optimized center plate design for 
reduced weight and a more robust, 
long-life bar

EXTRA DURABLE SOLID GUIDE BARS

Husqvarna X-TOUGH™ and X-TOUGH™ LIGHT

X-TOUGH™ is the perfect match for your Husqvarna chainsaw when  
a durable, robust guide bar is your top priority. Designed with a solid 
steel body and RSN mount for maximum durability, X-TOUGH™ bars' high 
stiffness make straight cuts easier in almost any environment, with 
minimal pinching. X-TOUGH™ LIGHT offers a similarly robust performance 
with 10-15% less weight, increasing maneuverability, especially with 
longer guide bars. 

Materials and manufacturing 
processes are refined to the 
extreme, giving the X-CUT™ chain 
impressive sharpness out of the 
box, and even more importantly – 
sharpness that lasts considerably 
longer before filing is needed.

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

See the entire range of accessories, oils and lubricants 
at husqvarna.com/us/support/parts/ChainsawParts



Bring only your 
essentials
When you spend entire days working in the forest, you want to be sure to have 
all the equipment you need. And you want it easily accessible, but without 
constraints, all to be able to work efficiently and comfortably. A chainsaw from 
Husqvarna is of course a great start. And when you add the right professional 
tools within reach, you get the job done easier, safer and quicker.

42 43CHAINSAWSCHAINSAWS

HUSQVARNA X-FORCE™ BARS

The X-FORCE™ laminated bars offer easier maintenance and increased productivity. 
Depending on the model, these benefits come from features such as updated profiles, 
larger nose sprocket, cutouts in the center plate, additional bearings, supported 
shields, and the removal of the grease hole. Available in 3 /8" (15 –20"), 3 /8"mini 
(12 – 16") and .325" (13 –20").

HUSQVARNA CARVING BAR

Carving bars have a smaller nose radius and are suitable for sculpting and other 
precision work. Available in 1/4" (10 –12").

HUSQVARNA X-TOUGH™ BARS WITH HARD NOSE

Solid bars are used for hard species of timber, thick bark and in very sandy, dusty or 
sooty conditions. The bars are coated to protect against scratches and corrosion. 
Available in 3 /8" (18 –28") and .404" (24–42").

HUSQVARNA LAMINATED BARS WITH NOSE SPROCKET

The gentle curve and small nose radius reduce the risk of kickback and facilitates 
good cutting control. Coated bars to protect against scratches and corrosion. 
Available in 3 / 8"mini (10 – 16").

HUSQVARNA X-PRECISION™ BARS

The X-PRECISION™ bars are designed specifically for use with the X-CUT™ 
SP21G chain on Husqvarna battery-powered professional chainsaws. The 
optimized overall geometry and small nose radius provide efficient cutting with 
precise control, excellent bore cutting properties and reduced risk of kickback. 
Available in .325"mini (10 – 16").

HUSQVARNA X-CUT™ SP33G

Semi-chisel Pixel .325" 1.3 mm chain with low kickback 
and low stretch. The narrow kerf equals impressive 
cutting efficiency. Developed for professional use on 
mid-size chainsaws, up to 55cc. Original equipment on 
most Husqvarna 550 XP® chainsaws.

HUSQVARNA X-CUT™ SP21G

SP21G is a semi-chisel .325"mini 1.1 mm chain with low 
kickback, specially developed to increase the cutting 
speed and efficiency for full-time use battery 
chainsaws. The chain is energy efficient and the 
optimized geometry delivers a consistently smooth cut, 
and excellent bore cut as well as improved handling and 
maneuverability – key characteristics when performing 
tree care. Fits the .325"mini X-PRECISION™ bars.

HUSQVARNA X-CUT™ S93G

This semi-chisel 3 /8"mini 1.3 mm S93G chain is 
developed to fit smaller rear- and top-handle saws. 
Optimized geometry and grinding provides high cutting 
speed as well as low kickback. High efficiency balanced 
against the available power from the chainsaw will 
enable a smooth and precise cut.

PIXEL CUTTING EQUIPMENT  
– FASTER AND LIGHTER

The slim design of Pixel cutting equipment 
makes a narrower cut which means an increase 
in cutting speed. The reduction in weight moves 
the center of gravity of the saw towards the 
rear. Together with a somewhat smaller rotating 
mass the gyro force is also reduced. Both of 
these are important factors, for example when 
limbing. 

HUSQVARNA X-TOUGH™ BARS WITH REPLACEABLE SPROCKET NOSE

Solid RSN bar with great durability and robustness. The load is transferred to the 
high-quality roller bearing. The bars are coated to protect against scratches and 
corrosion. Replaceable tip is available as a spare part. Available in 3 /8" (16–28"), 
.325" (18") and .404" (24– 42").

NEW

NEW

NEW

COMPLETE TOOL BELT
Complete tool belt with two holsters, lifting hook, 
lifting tong, rear tool carrier and 15 m measuring 
tape. The tool belt is extra wide, to provide more 
support for the back.

Holster for 8" Timber Tongs, Lifting Hook and 
Felling Wedges.

REAR TOOL CARRIER
With large storage pocket for first aid kit, 
spare chain and carburetor screwdriver. 
Holster for file, file gauge, combination 
spanner and tape measure. 

HUSQVARNA X-CUT™ C83 & C85

Superior cutting efficiency in clean conditions. An 
advanced chisel 3 /8" 1.5 mm chain for 60–90cc 
chainsaws. Made for full-time professional use. The 
chain is made entirely by Husqvarna to ensure you get 
the best possible output from your chainsaw. With 
superior cutting efficiency, a sharpness that lasts and 
low stretch, it gives you better results, less need for 
maintenance and lower costs.

HUSQVARNA X-TOUGH™ LIGHT BARS WITH REPLACEABLE SPROCKET NOSE

A lightweight solid RSN bar. Improves the maneuverability while maintaining durability 
and robustness. The load is transferred to the high-quality roller bearing. Wear-resistant 
paint protects against scratches and corrosion. Replaceable tip is available as a spare 
part. Available in 3 /8" (20–36").
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MEASURING TAPE
Easy to use, lightweight design, ideal for measuring 
logs and stems. Can be adjusted without tools. 
Marked on both sides. Robust  with aluminum top.

TOOL BELT FLEXI – CARRIER KIT

A flexible and ergonomic tool belt with excellent weight 
distribution and adjustable, one-hand-release belt 
buckle specially developed for forestry work. Intuitive 
and easy to personalize with easily attached holders, 
pockets and harness.
Tool belt FLEXI. Harness. Accessory bag. File and combi-tool 
holder. Universal bag. Carrier hook. Wedge pocket.

2. HARNESS FOR TOOL BELT FLEXI
Ergonomic design together with a chest strap 
evens the weight over the shoulders.

3. UNIVERSAL BAG
Universal bag for first aid kit, GPS tracker, 
power bar or other smaller items.

4. COMBI HOLSTER
Combi holster for lifting tongs or lifting hook 
plus eyelets for measuring tape.

5. HOLDER FOR MEASURING TAPE
Holder that keeps measuring tape securely in 
place.

6.  COMBI HOLSTER WITH  
WEDGE POCKET

Combi holster for lifting tongs or lifting hook 
plus a pocket for wedges. 

7. WEDGE POCKET
Pocket for multiple wedges, with individual 
sections keeping them in place.

8. UNIVERSAL TOOL HOLDER
Multi-purpose holder for carrying tools such as an axe, 
impact bar etc.

9. CARRIER HOOK
A multi-purpose hook for carrying various tools, water 
cans or other equipment. 

10. SPRAY CAN HOLDER
Holster for a spray can that makes sure it is securely 
kept in its place. 

11. FILE AND COMBI-TOOL HOLDER
Holder for one round and one flat file, plus combi-tool. 
The holder effectively prevents broken or lost tools.

12. CALLIPER HOLSTER
The caliper holster from our classic tool belt can also be 
used with tool belt FLEXI.

13. BREAKING BAR HOLSTER
The breaking bar holster from our classic tool belt can 
also be used with tool belt FLEXI.

14. ACCESSORY BAG
Extra bag, suitable for your fire extinguisher, water 
bottle, extra clothing and more.

1.  TOOL BELT FLEXI
A flexible and ergonomic tool belt with excellent weight 
distribution and adjustable, one-hand-release belt buckle.

CRAYON HOLDER  
WITH REEL
Holder with spring-loaded metal reel 
for 12 mm crayons. Robust design 
with a metal reel that can be attached 
to the tool belt or harness.

GRAPHITE CRAYONS
Weather resistant graphite 
crayons for marking on dry and 
wet wood. Hexagonal, diameter 
12 x 120 mm, 12 pcs/ package

BREAKING BAR WITH CANT HOOK
Fully forged with plastic handle, repeat heel 
and turning hook.

HOOKAROON
Short-handled for moving logs. Polished metal head 
with sharply curved tip. Part of the wooden handle is 
painted in orange for improved visibility. 

CLEARING AXE
With hickory shaft and double-edged blade that’s 
reversible and replaceable.

LIFTING / TIMBER TONGS
Sharp tongs with grinded edges. Special 
hardened steel with treated surface makes 
them robust and less sensitive to rust.

LIFTING HOOK
Extended hook with a longer, wider opening to 
give a better grip when working. Special 
hardened steel with treated surface makes it 
robust and less sensitive to rust.

FELLING WEDGES
Made of high-impact ABS plastic. 
Helps the tree fall in the right direction.

KALIX CLIMBING ROPE
16 Strand construction. ½” diameter. Easy to 
grip. Great friction hitch interface. Polyester 
cover over nylon core. High abrasion 
resistance. Excellent energy absorption. Low 
Stretch. 8,260 lb tensile strength. 6740 lb 
MBS Rating

EYE-N-EYE PRUSIK
Polyester/aramid cover with polyester. High 
abrasion resistance. Heat resistance. 
Excellent rope interface. Works well with hitch 
climber pulleys.

2-IN-1 SAFETY LANYARD
Double action aluminum snap hooks. 
Lightweight hardware. Prevents accidental 
opening. Sewn eye terminations. Eliminates 
knot tying. Red hip prusik. 16 strand rope 
construction. High abrasion resistance. Blue 
core alerts user of damage/worn sheath.

STRYKA CLIMBING ROPE
Double-braid construction features a robust 
polyester 24-strand sheath, minimal 
elongation, soft handling and easy knot-
ability, ideal for single rope and double rope 
climbing techniques. 6744 lb MBS Rating

CHAINSAW HOOKS, ARBORIST
For easy connection of a chainsaw to a 
harness. Robust construction. Optimized for 
T540 XP® , T540i XP® and T535i XP®.

CHAINSAW EYELET, ARBORIST
For arborists who use a standard chainsaw. 
Offers a safe way to connect the chainsaw to 
the chainsaw strop. Has an overload release.

CHAINSAW STRAP, ARBORIST
To be used together with a chainsaw hook for 
connecting the chainsaw to a belt. Elastic 
design. Measures 20" when relaxed and 49" 
fully stretched out.

THROWLINE, ARBORIST
Made from high-strength, low-stretch 
Dyneema® fiber. The urethane coating makes 
it abrasion resistant and easy to tie and to 
throw without tangling. The orange color also 
provides good visibility, 1.75mm, 560 lb 
tensile strength.

THROW LINE CUBE, ARBORIST
Foldable 16-inch fabric cube, ideal for 
keeping the throwline clean and free from 
tangles, when thrown into the canopy. 

28 L ROPE BAG, ARBORIST
Holds up to 250' of 1/2" rope. Cinch top 
closure keeps rope clean and dry. External 
daisy chains for external gear storage. 
Covered top handles for added comfort.

CARABINER, ARBORIST
Made from hot forged 707 Aluminum for high 
strength and low weight. Triple locking 
system prevents accidental opening. Key lock 
gate nose limits snagging of rope and 
clothing, CE Certified per EN 362:2004/B.

THROW WEIGHTS, ARBORIST
High-quality weights made with highly 
durable Cordura fabric. Easy to attach safely 
to the throwline. The orange color also 
provides good visibility.
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HUSQVARNA H900
Small hatchet for trekking, 
gardening and other 
outdoor activities. 34 cm

HUSQVARNA S2800
Powerful splitting axe 
for splitting large logs. 
70 cm.

HUSQVARNA A2400
Powerful universal axe for 
different kinds of wood 
work. 70 cm.

HUSQVARNA S1600
Splitting axe for splitting 
logs and chunks of wood. 
60 cm.

HUSQVARNA A1400
Universal axe ideal for 
splitting resinous wood. 
60 cm.

FLAT FILES
Quality files which give you the right 
geometry of the cutter.

6", 12 pack

ROLLER FILE GUIDE
Specially designed file gauges that give the 
correct filing angles. Use together with our 
round files.

.325", 
3/8" Mini .050",
3/8" Mini .043",
.404"

FILE HANDLE
Patented file locking system. Fits all our 
files. 25° and 30° guides ensure correct 
file angling.

SHARP FORCE™ FILE GUIDE
Files both the cutter and depth gauge at one 
time, maintaining optimum cutting 
performance of the saw chain.

7/32"
3/16"
5/32"

STUMP VISE
To fasten the chainsaw in a secure position 
when filing. Made of forged steel.

BAR DRESSER
Guide bar sharpener is to help maintain the 
rails on your guide bar. POWER BOX

Tough handy carrying case designed 
to carry a chainsaw, lubricants and 
other accessories.

DUFFEL BAG
Moisture-repellent and easily 
cleaned material, smart inside 
pockets and soft top handles. 
Removable shoulder straps and 
organizing bags included.

70 litres

TROLLEY BAG 
Robust trolley bag with easy-
access u-shaped zipper and silent 
rubber wheels. Moulded bottom 
and side make the bag stand 
upright without support. Two 
organizing bags included.

90 litres

BACK PACK
Durable backpack for all 
weathers conditions. Easily 
cleaned material that keeps the 
inside dry. Roll-up seal and 
smart compartments for your 
laptop, thermos and water 
bottle.

30 litres

HUSQVARNA INTENSIVE 
CUT ROUND FILES
Designed for optimal cutting 
performance and longer lifetime.

2 PIECES
5/32" (4.0mm)
11/64" (4.5mm)
3/16" (4.8mm)
7/32" (5.5mm)

12 PIECES
5/32" (4.0mm)
3/16" (4.8mm)
7/32" (5.5mm)

TRADITIONAL AXE
Suitable for small-scale tree felling, limbing logs, branch trimming 
and clearing bushes. The long handle gives power to the cut. High-
quality, hand-forged Swedish steel. 65 cm. 

SPLITTING AXE
This heavier splitting axe is best suited for splitting thicker wood and 
firewood. The head is designed to easily enter the wood, with 
minimal effort by the chopper, and split the wood in two parts. The 
long handle creates extra power and has space for a two-handed 
grip. High-quality, hand-forged Swedish steel. 75 cm. 

CAMPING AXE
A smaller axe ideal for outdoor 
life in woods and fields, 
suitable for most tasks like 
chopping wood for the 
campfire. The size is perfect 
for packing in your backpack. 
The axe can also be attached 
to your belt using the edge 
cover that follows. High-
quality, hand-forged Swedish 
steel. 37.5 cm.

HATCHET AXE
Small, light axe that can be used 
for cutting branches or splitting 
small wood for a campfire. 
High-quality, hand-forged 
Swedish steel. 37.5 cm.

SPLITTING MAUL
The splitting maul is our most 
powerful and heaviest axe 
made for splitting logs and large 
chunks of wood. It has a 
hardened striking face in the 
neck and can therefore be used 
as a sledge or in combi nation 
with a splitting wedge.High-
quality, hand-forged Swedish 
steel. 80 cm.

SMALL SPLITTING AXE
This small splitting axe is best 
suited for basic splitting of lighter 
firewood. The head is designed to 
easily enter the wood, with 
minimal effort by the chopper, and 
split the wood in two parts. The 
small size makes it possible to use 
with a one-handed grip. 
High-quality, hand-forged Swedish 
steel. 50 cm.

CARPENTER’S AXE
The carpenter’s axe is best suited 
for carpentry and other 
wood work. Recess in the head so 
that the hand gets as close as 
possible to the cutting edge for 
maximum control. High-quality, 
hand-forged Swedish steel. 50 cm.

CHAINSAW BAG
Bag made from recycled PET bottles, 
with special pockets for chainsaw files, 
and a bar cover that is easily removed 
and attached to the bag with hook-and-
loop fastenings. Fits all our chainsaws.

UTILITY TOOL BAG
Heavy duty, reinforced bag made from 
water-resistant material. Features large 
tooth zipper for easy access, padded, 
adjustable shoulder straps and comfort 
handles and multiple interior and exterior 
pockets, including an interior zippered 
pocket for small item storage. 

HIKING HATCHET
A smaller axe for hiking and 
camping. Hand forged high-
quality steel, hardened to stay 
sharp, with a hickory handle and 
leather sheath cover. 24 cm.

FILE KITS
Complete filing kit with a file handle, 
combination gauge or a file gauge and depth 
gauge, two round files and one flat file.

.325" mini pixel X-Cut,

.325" pixel X-Cut,

.325",
3/8" mini X-Cut,
3/8" mini,
3/8" X-Cut,
3/8"

COMBINATION GAUGES
Our combination gauges are specially 
designed with a file gauge and depth gauge 
setter together in one tool. Use together with 
our round and flat files for a correct filing 
angles and depth gauge setting.

.325" mini pixel X-Cut,

.325" pixel X-Cut,

.325" pixel, 

.325",
3/8" mini X-Cut,
3/8" X-Cut,
3/8"

DEPTH GAUGE TOOL
Specially designed depth gauges that give 
the correct depth gauge setting. Use together 
with our flat files.

.325",
3 /8",
.404",
3/8" LoPro
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Husqvarna forestry clearing saws are designed to tackle long workdays in 

tough terrain with ease. Abundant power, professional-quality components 

and an ergonomic design – including the renowned Balance XT™ harness – 

these saws make work quick and efficient, with less strain on your muscles. 

FORESTRY CLEARING SAWSFORESTRY CLEARING SAWS

TA ILOR ED DE SIG N

Maneuvering at the perfect angle
The keys to the productivity of Husqvarna clearing saws are the design of 
the bevel gear and the tower as well as the length of the tube. The bevel 
gear is designed to keep the blades at a perfect angle, making it easier to 
fell trees in the right direction, while the tower is lowered and the tube 
shortened for easier maneuvering with less effort.

USER- CEN T R IC DE SIG N

Making a heavy job less heavy
To make the job less strenuous, we’ve put a lot of research into 
the development of our clearing saws. This has resulted in an 
extremely well-balanced design, a comfort handle with a thumb 
throttle, effective vibration dampening and the renowned 
Balance XT™ harness, minimizing the strain on your body. You 
can find our full range of harnesses on page 55.

X-TORQ®

Better fuel efficiency. 
Lower exhaust emissions 
X-Torq® engines deliver great combustion efficiency, with no compromise 
on power or torque. Every cycle, the cylinder is flushed with fresh air before 
the air-fuel mixture enters the cylinder, to prevent unburnt fuel from mixing 
with the exhausts. The result? A significant reduction of exhaust emissions 
as well as improved fuel efficiency, compared to similar models without 
X-Torq®.

Designed to take on  
the toughest of tasks

EXPLORE ONLINE

Find our entire range of forestry clearing saws and accessories  
by visiting husqvarna.com/us/forestry-clearing-saws
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THUMB THROTTLE

All the power at your 
thumb-tip
The thumb-operated throttle gives you precision 
control and reduces strain on your hand muscles. 
Just as convenient as it should be.

LOWVIB®

Stay alert and save your  
fingers from vibration
Thanks to effective vibration dampening, you can work comfortably 
and efficiently without getting vibration white finger. By separating 
the tank and handles from the engine and cutting equipment with 
carefully tuned anti-vibration elements, we have managed to keep 
the vibrations in the handles at extremely low levels. All this helps 
spare your arms and hands, allowing you to stay safe in the long run. 

BATTERY COMFORT

Battery-powered 
brushcutting
Husqvarna 535iFR is the most powerful 
battery brushcutter in our range. The 35cc 
equivalent power E-TORQ motor and 45cm 
cutting diameter provides you with the 
reliable levels of high performance you need 
to get the job done on time

FORESTRY CLEARING SAWS

F ORESTRY CLEARING SAWS

AUTOTUNE™

Full engine performance,  
whatever the conditions 
With AutoTune™, you can always expect reliable starts and maximum 
performance from your Husqvarna engine. It’s an automatic feature that 
constantly fine-tunes the air-fuel mixture, compensating for factors such 
as humidity, altitude, temperature, fuel quality and, not least, air filter 
clogging. Your engine runs perfectly – and you never have to tune the 
carburetor manually again. 

BATTERY SYSTEM

Flexible comfort
To achieve the best ergonomics, attach your 
535iFR to a backpack harness. The choice of 
integrated or backpack battery is up to you.

INTUITIVE ADVANCED KEY PAD

Maximize your runtime
The key pad is very easy to operate and 
equipped with an LED indicator showing the 
battery status and power output.

HUSQVARNA FLEET SERVICES™

Making it easy to keep track  
of your equipment
Keeping track of your equipment has never been easier. Just attach 
Husqvarna sensors and you’ll always know where your machines are, 
how much they’ve been used, when they need service and much 
more. You always have total control from your computer, tablet or 
smartphone. Read more on page 10.

START MODE

Easy starts, easy work
No matter the temperature of your engine, our 
Start Mode will make easy work of starting up 
your machine. With the Start Mode activated, 
the engine is optimized for quick starts and at 
the same time a top speed brake makes sure 
the blade is kept from rotating while starting, 
increasing safety. Push the Start Mode button, 
pull the cord and get to work. As easy as it 
should be.
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FORESTRY CLEARING SAWS 555FX 545FXT AUTOTUNE™ 545FR 535iFR

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Cylinder displacement, cm³ 53.3 45.7 45.7 —

Power output, hp 3.8 2.95 2.8 —

Fuel tank volume, fl oz 37.2 33.8 30.4 —

Sound pressure level at operator’s ear, dB(A) * 103 99 99 80

Guaranteed sound power level, LWA dB(A)* * 117 116 114 96

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq ) left /right handle, m /s² * ** 2.1 /2.3 3.5 /3.2 2.9 /3.2 1.4 /1.7

Equivalent vibration level (ahv, eq ) front /rear handle, m /s² * ** — — — —

Maximum power speed, rpm 9000 9000 9000 —

Idling speed, rpm 2800 2700 2700 —

Gear ratio 1:1.29 1:1.29 1:1.29 —

Drive gear angle 24 24 24 —

Weight (excl. cutting equipment), lbs 19.6 18.5 18.5 —

Battery type — — — Li-ion

Voltage, V — — — 40

Motor type — — — BLDC (brushless)

Cutting width, cm — — — 45

Tube diameter, mm — — — 28

Weight (excl. battery), lbs — — — 9.9

FEATURES

X-Torq® engine  • •  • •   •• —

LowVib®  • •  • •   •• —

Auto return stop switch  • •  • •   •• —

Fuel pump  • •  • •   •• —

Tool-less adjustment of handlebar / handle  • •  • • — —

Forestry bevel gear  • •  • •   •• —

Smart Start™  • • —   •• —

Start Mode —   •• — —

AutoTune™ —  • • — —

Handle heating —  • • — —

Detachable shaft — — — —

Flexible saw suspension — — — —

Intuitive keypad — — — ••

3-speed mode — — — ••

High handlebar — — — —

Integrated connectivity — — — ••

Anti-vibration — — — —

savE™ — — — —

Two way rotation — — — —

ErgoFeed™ trimmer head — — — —

HARNESSES INCLUDED

Balance XT™  • •  • • — —

Balance X™ — —   •• —

Balance XB — — — —

Balance 55 — — — ••

Balance 35B — — — —

CUTTING EQUIPMENT INCLUDED

OEM Saw blade Scarlett 225-24 Scarlett 225-24 Scarlett 225-24 Scarlett 200-22

OEM bar and chain — — — —

OEM Trimmer head — — — T35

OEM Grass blade — — — Multi 300-3

*Equivalent sound pressure level at the operator’s ear, measured according to ISO 22868, dB(A). Reported data for equivalent sound pressure level for the machine has a typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) 
of 1 dB(A).  **Noise emissions in the environment measured as sound power (LWA) in conformity with EC directive 2000/14/EC.  Reported sound power level for the machine has been measured with the original cutting 
attachment that gives the highest level. The guaranteed sound power level includes variation in  production as well as variation from the test code with 1–3 dB(A). ***Equivalent vibration levels (ahv,eq) at handles, 
measured according to EN ISO 11806-1 and ISO 22867, m /s². Reported data for equivalent vibration level has a typical statistical dispersion (standard deviation) of 1 m /s².

 Cylinder displacement, cm³  Power output, hp  Chain pitch, in  Recommended bar length min – max, in  Cutting width, cm  

 Weight (excluding cutting equipment and battery where applicable), lbs

FORESTRY CLEARING SAWSF ORESTRY CLEARING SAWS

NOMINAL POWER The EU machinery directive (2006 /42 /EC) came into force on January 1, 2010, requiring manufacturers to declare the nominal power of engines, in kilowatts (kW). The power rating of the 
engines indicated is the average net power output during a normal working situations and meets applicable noise regulations (at specified rpm, see owner manual) of a typical production engine for the engine 
model measured to SAE standard J 1349 / ISO 1585. Mass production engines may differ from this value. Actual power output for the engine installed in the final machine will depend on the operating speed, 
environmental conditions and other variables.

 45.7 cm³  2.9 hp  18 lbs

 45.7 cm³  2.8 hp  18 lbs

 53.3 cm³  3.8 hp  19.6 lbs

Tough, easy-to-use, high-performance 45cc clearing saw 
developed for full-time clearance work. Excellent comfort thanks to 
the Balance XT™ harness. 

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Auto return stop switch

 ■ Start Mode

 ■ AutoTune™

545FR comes complete with trimmer head, grass blade and saw 
blade. This flexibility makes it an ideal solution for people who 
require the benefits both products offer in one, effective package. 
The X-Torq® engine provide raw power and excellent fuel economy. 
LowVib® vibration damping maximizes user comfort and control.

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Auto return stop switch

 ■ Adjustable harness hook eyelet

 ■ Trio-Balance harness

A very powerful clearing saw developed for full time spacing tasks 
in rough conditions. The 53cc engine provides the boost and rapid 
acceleration you need for the toughest of jobs. Excellent comfort 
thanks to the Balance XT™ harness. 

 ■ X-Torq® Engine

 ■ LowVib®

 ■ Auto return stop switch

 ■ Smart Start™

GAS FORESTRY CLEARING SAW

545FX AutoTune™

GAS FORESTRY CLEARING SAW

545FR

GAS FORESTRY CLEARING SAW

555FX

BATTERY CLEARING SAW

535iFR
 45 cm  9.9 lbs

Robust and versatile, high-performance battery-powered 
brushcutter with a power output equivalent to a 35cc petrol 
brushcutter. Lightweight and well-balanced for frequent use on 
grass, brush and light forestry clearing. Includes trimmer head, 
grass blade and saw blade.

 ■ Brushless E-TORQ motor

 ■ 3-speed mode

 ■ Intuitive keypad with battery status

 ■ Integrated connectivity

 ■ Weatherproof (IPX4)
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HARNESSES BALANCE XT™ BALANCE X™ BALANCE 55 BALANCE 35 BACKPACK HARNESS

FEATURES

Wide, ventilated back plate  • •  • •  • •  • • —

Quick set adjustment points  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Padded, ergonomics straps  • •  • •  • •  • •  • •

Shock-absorbing hip pad  • •  • •  • • — —

Flexible hip pad suspension  • •  • •  • •  • • —

Wide, supporting hip belt  • •  • • — — —

Quick release on hip pad  • •  • • — — —

Grass and forest mode  • •  • • — — —

Height-adjustable back plate  • • — — —  • •

Flexible shoulder section  • • — — —  • •

Flexible hip fixing point — — — —  • •

Special setting for women  • • — — — —

Holder for your battery carrier — — — — —

BRUSHCUTTERS AND TR IMMERSBRUSHCUTTERS AND TR IMMERS

BALANCE XT™

BALANCE 55/ BALANCE 35

HIP-PAD

BALANCE X™

Our most advanced 
harness with several useful 
features such as settings 
for men and women, and a 
pivoting shoulder section. 
Weight is evenly 
distributed across the 
shoulders and between the 
chest and back. Also, it 
distributes load from the 
shoulders to the hips.

578 44 98-01

Ergonomically designed 
harnesses that distribute 
the load optimally between 
your shoulders, chest and 
back. 

Balance 55, 537 27 57-01

Balance 35, 596 29 69-01

Delivers great relief to 
your upper body and 
arms thanks to well 
balanced weight 
distribution between the 
shoulders, between the 
chest and back, and from 
the shoulders to the hips.

578 44 97-01

Completes the backpack 
battery harness in 
combination with battery 
brushcutters and battery 
blowers. For a more 
convenient and relaxed 
working position.

587 83 40-01

BACKPACK HARNESS

Ergonomically designed 
harness for carrying a 
backpack battery. It 
allows you to easily 
detach and switch 
batteries between team 
members while keeping 
your harness optimally 
adjusted for individual fit. 

581 03 58-01

SCARLETT BLADES
Efficient and durable wood cutting blades. The 
tooth design provides a smooth cut while also 
reducing the chance of a blade getting pinched in 
the wood.

MAXI BLADES
High quality and durable blades designed for use 
with clearing saws.

CLEARING SAW BLADE 
FILE GAUGE
File and tooth setting gauge ensures your ability to 
sharpen blades with the correct angles. Can be 
used with both Scarlet and Maxi blades. 
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SMART CHARGING

From 0 to 80 % in 30 minutes
Our chargers fit all our batteries and make charging quick and easy. 
The smart-charging algorithm quickly charges up to 80 %  for most 
batteries in as little as half an hour. So even if you run out of battery, 
you don’t have to wait long to be up and running again.

Stay charged.  
Any way you want to. 
Battery-powered equipment is all about superior comfort, reduced noise and 

vibration, less weight, and zero fumes. Switching to battery power goes a long 

way when it comes to the work’s impact on the environment.

And with our easy-to-use system of batteries and chargers, you’ve got 

everything you need for a comfortable and hassle-free work day.

BAT T ERY CA PACI T Y

The power you need. Where you need it.
Our standard batteries last about as long as one tank of gas, while our 
backpack batteries have enough capacity to keep you going up to a full 
day. For our top-handle battery chainsaw, the BLi200X battery will add 
even more power to your workday. This battery has been specifically 
designed for the tree care saw and will provide all the performance  
and efficiency needed in the treetops.

FLEXIBILITY

Just pick a battery and connect
The high performing Husqvarna battery system offers a wide range 
of options, from lightweight integrated to backpack batteries. The 
batteries within our system are built to be used over a long time, 
quick to recharge and even quicker to swap for continuous use. Our 
battery system allows flexible use in different Husqvarna tools and 
you will always find a tailored battery solution that perfectly suits 
your task at hand. 
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Three ways to connect.  
You choose.

BATTERIES  AND CHARGERSBATTERIES  AND CHARGERS

MACHINE + BACKPACK BATTERY + ADAPTER

Combination optimized for longest runtime.

MACHINE + BATTERY + BATTERY BELT FLEXI WITH ADAPTER KIT

Combination optimized for low weight. 

MACHINE + BATTERY

Combination optimized for maximum agility.

Adapter
The adapter allows you to connect  

a backpack or battery belt FLEXI with 

connector kit to a handheld machine, 

to lighten the load on your arms and 

shoulders and to have more runtime. 

Chargers
Quickly charge integrated batteries  

as well as backpack batteries with our 

chargers with active battery cooling. 

Batteries
Interchangeable Li-ion batteries with with a 

capacity of 94, 187 or 338 Wh.

1

2

3

Backpack battery
Comfortable, heavy-duty backpack with 

enough battery capacity for up to a full 

day’s work.

Battery belt FLEXI
Comfortable belt with room for up to three batteries 

as well as additional accessories. Available in two 

different configurations.
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BATTERY CHARGING 
CYCLES

QC500 QC330 QC80F /QC250

CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL CHARGING LEVEL

BLi950X 1500 1 h 40 min 2 h 20 min 3 h 4 h 5 min — —

 

BLi300 1500 35 min 1 h 55 min 1 h 20 min 4 h 4 h 20 min

BLi200X/ 
BLi200

1500 30 min 50 min 30 min 50 min 2 h 25 min 2 h 40 min

BLi100 1500 30 min 50 min 30 min 50 min 1 h 5 min 1 h 25 min

 Required temperature for charging: min. 41°F  (5° C), max. +104°F (+40° C) .

BATTERIES  AND CHARGERSBATTERIES  AND CHARGERS

WORKING TIME ON ONE CHARGE

How long will the battery last?
The working time with a fully charged battery depends on three variables: the capacity of the battery, 
which machine the battery is used with, and if you’re doing light or tough work. The chart shows an 
estimate of the operating time you can expect from your Husqvarna battery equipment in different  
work situations.
 The charging time for a fully discharged battery depends on the capacity of the battery and  
which of the chargers you use. In many cases the charging time will be shorter than the working time. 
This means with two batteries available, you can work continuously – one battery operating and the 
other battery charging. 

CHARGING TIME FOR DIFFERENT BATTERIES AND CHARGERS

What a team could  
save in 2 years

EQUIPMENT*

2 handheld blowers, 3 trimmers/
brushcutters, 2 hedge trimmers, 1 pole 
hedge trimmer with comparable capacity 
and performance

INTEGRATED BATTERIES

2 × BLi100, 5 × BLi200 and 3 × BLi300

BACKPACK BATTERIES

1 × BLi950X

CHARGERS

4 × QC500

REFUELLING/RECHARGING*

* The comparisons are based on daily and typical, professional 
use, with seasons ranging from 50 to 150 days. Fuel costs are 
based on alkylate gas ($ 2.69 / L) or electricity ($ 0.11 / kWh). 
Other costs, such as service and repairs, are not included.

$ 2 000

$ 3 000

$ 4 000

$ 5 000

$ 6 000

$ 7 000

$ 8 000

$ 9 000

$ 10 000

$ 11 000

GAS BATTERY

C
O

S
T

$ 2,106

Gas is expensive. Electricity less so. So when you invest in battery-powered equipment, it doesn’t take 
long before you get your money back. In the long run, you can actually save a lot of money by switching 
to battery power. This example is based on a landscaping team of three people working for two years 
with a typical range of comparable equipment. 

BATTERY
540iXP®/ T540iXP®/ 535i XP®/ T535i XP® 540iXP®/  

T540iXP® 535iFR 520iLX

CARPENTER PRUNING LOG CUT PRUNING TAKE DOWN CLEARING TOUGH TOUGH LIGHT TOUGH

BLi950X 18 h 45 min 7 h 30 min 3 h 30 min 17 h 30 min 12 h 3 h 20 min 1 h 50 min 2 h 25 min 8 h 15 min 4 h 15 min

BLi300 5 h 30 min* 2 h 15 min 1 h 5 h 30 min* 3 h 30 min 1 h 30 min 45 min 2 h 15 min 1 h 15 min

BLi200X 3 h* 1 h 15 min* 35 min* 3 h* 2 h* 30 min 15 min 25 min 1 h 20 min 40 min

BLi200 3 h 1 h 15 min 35 min 3 h 2 h 30 min 15 min 25 min 1 h 20 min 40 min

BLi100 1 h 30 min 40 min 15 min 1 h 30 min 1 h — — — 40 min 20 min

The runtimes are up-to times and correspond to work time using savE™: actual work, basic maintenance and movement /climbing needed for generic operations. * Recommended for maximum performance   
**Requires BLi backpack battery. ***Requires backpack battery / battery belt FLEXI. ****Requires adapter plate and battery adapter for use with backpack battery

530iPT5/ 
530iP4

520iHT4/520iHE3/ 
520iHD70/520iHD60

550iBTX** 530iBX***/ 525iB K 535i

PRUNING LIGHT TOUGH LIGHT TOUGH LIGHT TOUGH CUTTING

BLi950X 11 h 30 min 12 h 30 min 6 h 1 h 45 min 1 h 3 h 30 min 1 h 45 min —

BLi300 3 h 30 min 3 h 45 min 1 h 45 min — — 1 h 35 min up to 240 pcs

BLi200X 2 h 2 h 1 h — — 35 min 15 min up to 140 pcs

BLi200 2 h 2 h 1 h — — 35 min 15 min up to 140 pcs

BLi100 50 min 1 h 30 min — — 20 min 10 min —

 Best option
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BACKPACK BATTERY

HUSQVARNA BLi950X

BATTERY

HUSQVARNA BLi300

CHARGER

HUSQVARNA  
QC500 / QC330

BATTERY

HUSQVARNA BLi200X
BATTERY

HUSQVARNA BLi200

CHARGER

HUSQVARNA QC80F

BATTERY

HUSQVARNA BLi100

INVERTER

HUSQVARNA VI600F

BATTERY BELT FLEXI 

ADAPTER KIT
BATTERY BELT FLEXI 

CONNECTOR KIT

 338 Wh

 4.2 lbs

 187 Wh

 2.9 lbs

 187 Wh

 2.9 lbs

 94 Wh

 1.9 lbs

BATTERIES  AND CHARGERSBATTERIES  AND CHARGERS

BACKPACK BATTERY

HARNESS

Very high-capacity, 31.1 Ah backpack battery with long-lasting power and top-class 
performance, allowing you to work with fewer breaks and higher efficiency. The 
adjustable harness is ergonomically designed and provides great comfort thanks to 
the wide, padded straps and hip belt. Rechargeable up to 1500 times.

Ergonomically designed harness for carrying a backpack 
battery. It allows you to easily detach and switch batteries 
between team members while keeping your harness optimally 
adjusted for individual fit.

Integrated, 9.4 Ah battery for 
professional use. Provides excellent 
runtime and market-leading capacity/
weight ratio. Features 4-LED charge 
indicator, all-weather operation and 
excellent cooling. Rechargeable up to 
1500 times.

Extremely fast battery charger. Actively 
cools batteries. 2-LED status indicator.

QC500, QC330

Integrated, 5.2 Ah battery for 
professional use. Provides good runtime 
in a slim package. Features 4-LED 
charge indicator, all-weather operation 
and excellent cooling. Rechargeable up 
to 1500 times.

QC80F is a field charger for charging 
from a 12 V car/truck outlet during 
transport.

Integrated, 2.6 Ah battery for 
professional use. Provides low weight. 
Features 4-LED charge indicator, all-
weather operation and excellent cooling. 
Rechargeable up to 1500 times. 

Enables quick charging in the field by 
converting 12 V DC from any lead-acid 
battery to 220 V AC for your QC500 or 
QC330 quick chargers.

1. HARNESS FOR BATTERY BELT FLEXI
Thanks to the padded shoulder straps, the harness 
evens the load distribution over the shoulders when 
using machines in different angles.

2. ADAPTER
Connects your handheld equipment to a backpack 
battery or to a battery belt FLEXI with connector kit, for 
a more comfortable workday.

3. ACCESSORY BAG
Convenient bag that fits your battery belt FLEXI. For 
storing all sorts of small tools, water bottle and other 
accessories.

4. BLi CARRIER
Attach up to three BLi carriers to your battery belt 
FLEXI or one carrier to your Balance XB harness.

5.  COMBI HOLSTER WITH WEDGE POCKET 
Combi holster for lifting tong, or lifting hook plus a 
pocket for wedges. 

6. FILE AND COMBI-TOOL HOLDER
Holder for one round and one flat file, plus combi-tool. 
The holder effectively prevents broken or lost tools.

7. SPRAY CAN HOLDER
Holster for spray can, makes sure the can is securely 
kept in its place.

8. CARRIER HOOK
A multi-purpose hook for carrying various tools, water 
cans or other equipment. 

 1120 Wh

 20.7 lbs with harness Husqvarna battery belt FLEXI
Husqvarna battery belt FLEXI allows you to carry up to 

three Husqvarna BLi batteries and accessories on your 

hips for added comfort during long, productive workdays. 

By having your product connected to the battery, and 

carrying the battery in the belt, you can reduce the load 

for your arms and hands. Durable and comfortable 

design for tough work.

ACCESSORIES BATTERY BELT FLEXI

For connecting to Husqvarna products with a BLi 
battery slot. Also, for carrying spare batteries and 
accessories.

For connecting Husqvarna 530iBX blower. Also, for 
carrying spare batteries and accessories. Adapter 
available for connecting to Husqvarna products  
with a BLi battery slot (sold separately).

Integrated, 5.2 Ah battery optimized for 
use with the T540i XP® chainsaw. 
Provides excellent runtime in a slim 
package. Features 4-LED charge 
indicator, all-weather operation and 
excellent cooling. Rechargeable up to 
1500 times.

BATTERY BOX
Box for safe transport and storage of Husqvarna batteries, 
chargers and other accessories.

NEW

CHARGER

HUSQVARNA QC250

Husqvarna QC250 is compact single bay 
desktop charger suitable for over-night 
charging. 



Optimize your machine’s 
performance
Give your Husqvarna product what it needs. Our selection of oil and fuel products is made of the highest 
quality components, developed by Husqvarna, for your Husqvarna products. It meets all the high 
demands that you put on your product.
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Feed your Husqvarna 
equipment a healthy diet
If you want your equipment to perform at its best, day in day out, you want to be 

sure to only use the best fuel and lubricants. When you choose from our range, 

you can rely on getting the very same exceptional quality we used when we 

developed and tested your Husqvarna product. 

FUEL  AND LUBRICANTSFUEL AND LUBRICANTS

X-GUARD PREMIUM 
BAR AND CHAIN OIL
Formulated from virgin base stock oils, 
Husqvarna’s X-Guard lubricant reduces 
friction and wear on cutting bars and chains, 
extending the life of cutting equipment. 
X-Guard’s reduced sling formulation includes 
a premium tackifier additive, which ensures 
the lubrication is maintained on the cutting 
equipment for optimal performance. 

All Season 1 Qt
All Season 1 Gal
All Season 55 Gal
Low Temp 1 Gal
Low Temp 55 Gal
Bio 1 Gal

X-GUARD DIELECTRIC 
BAR & CHAIN OIL
Husqvarna X-Guard Premium Dielectric Bar & 
Chain Oil is designed for use in tools that are 
tested to meet OSHA 1910.269. It is 
formulated with additives to resist conducting 
electricity and to maintain dielectric strength 
up to 36KV in the event of a current or 
voltage being applied to it. Additionally, the 
premium blend of base stocks and tackifier 
additives reduces high speed throw-off and 
extends bar, chain and sprocket life by 
protecting against wear.
1 qt

Engineering approved lubricant 
guaranteed to keep your power 
equipment running like new.

Less deposits and cleaner parts 
extends engine life by reducing risk 
of ring sticking.

Meets industry’s highest standard 
for 2-stroke oil performance.  
*XP+ only

Lower operating temperature, 
reducing the risk of engine failure. 

Benefits of X-GUARD 
premium bar & chain oil

Biodegradable in 
28 days or less.

For use below 
32°F (0°C).

Great all-around, 
every day use bar 
and chain oil.

XP+ SYNTHETIC BLEND 
2-STROKE OIL
Husqvarna XP+ 2-Stroke Oil has been 
engineered to maximize your engine’s 
performance. The Husqvarna XP+ low smoke 
formulation is also specifically engineered to 
ensure lowest operating temperature, 
preventing premature engine bearing failures.

2.6 oz 1 Gal
5.2 oz 5 Gal
6.4 oz 55 Gal
12.8 oz

XP+ 2-STROKE FUEL + OIL
Husqvarna ETHANOL FREE, High Octane Fuel is 
mixed with Husqvarna’s best synthetic oil blend. 
OCTANE RATING: (R+M)/2 METHOD 95. This 
product was specifically formulated to provide 
optimal equipment performance. Fuel does not 
degrade or oxidize like pump gas and stays 
fresh for years. Easier, more dependable starts. 
Protects fuel systems and saves carburetors. 
Avoids costly rebuilds and downtime. 
Convenient, ready to use, no mixing required. 
JASO-FD certified premium synthetic oil blend.

1 Qt
.859 Gal
4.75 Gal
48 Gal

HP SYNTHETIC BLEND 
2-STROKE OIL
The semi-synthetic base oils and high quality 
additives used in the Husqvarna HP formulation 
ensure optimal lubricity and detergency, 
resulting in lower operating temperature and 
less deposits in the crankcase.

2.6 oz 1 Gal
5.2 oz 5 Gal
6.4 oz 55 Gal
12.8 oz
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Good protective equipment must withstand demanding conditions and 

provide the required protection. That’s why we use nothing but high-quality 

materials. Our range of protective clothing is developed to match the different 

requirements of every type of work. In fact, our extensive range of safety 

clothing, offering the latest innovations in design and materials, will provide 

you with the level of protection and comfort you need to get the job done.

ARBORIST HELMET TECHNOLOGY

Exceptional protection and comfort
MAXIMUM VENTILATION Thanks to air intakes and an internal outflow 
channel that guarantees breathability while preventing entry of debris. 

HIGH-TECH AND MAXIMUM COMFORT Fabric dries quickly, encouraging 
the expansion and dispersion of moisture. 

RING TO HOOK Loop on the chin strap allows the helmet to be connected 
to the harness.

Stay safe.  
Move freely.

COMFOR T

A pleasure to work in
Our range of protective clothing is designed to keep 
you comfortable and focused throughout the day.  
The clothes are carefully crafted for perfect fit, with 
lightweight stretch fabric, extra padding and pre-bent 
materials in the right places, so you can move freely 
with minimum effort. Ventilated jackets, trousers and 
helmets help you stay cool, even when you work hard. 

PROT EC T ION

Don’t compromise on safety
Working outdoors can sometimes be hazardous. To minimize 
the risk of injury, be sure to choose the right protective gear. 
The Technical Extreme and Technical ranges are specifically 
developed for the tough demands of professional forestry 
and landscaping, with high-quality materials, saw 
protection and user-friendly design, efficiently protecting 
your limbs, head, ears and eyes from harm. 

GROUND WORK GEAR

Tailored for brushcutting and trimming
If you spend your days working with a trimmer or a brushcutter, you 
should check out our Technical series for brushcutting. It’s designed 
with lightweight, yet durable materials, with extra padding to reduce the 
strain on your shoulders and to protect your right hip, so you can work 
comfortably in a harness all day, in any conditions. Learn more on 
pages 70.

EXPLORE ONLINE

Find our extensive range online at  
husqvarna.com/us/personal-protective-equipment
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Durable and lightweight reinforcements
High tech materials with Dyneema®, Cordura® and 
Kevlar® for maximum resistance to wear and tear in 
the areas most needed. Extra reinforced crotch with 
stretch.

Extended leg
An extra inch has been added to make sure the 
trouser stays over the boot when climbing, for 
protection and comfort.

Easy access pockets
Side pockets with reversed zips for easy access when 
wearing harness, and double thigh pockets with loops 
for storage.

Hook-and-loop on braces
The braces are easy to remove and put on, offering a 
fast and easy switch depending on the work 
performed.

PROTECTIVE TROUSERS, TECHNICAL EXTREME ARBOR

Made for arborists designed  
for climbing
Chainsaw pant tailored around an arborist's environment and needs with a Euro 
design/feel. High tech materials with Dyneema®, Cordura® and Kevlar® for 
maximum resistance to wear at the lowest possible weight. Lightweight 
reinforcements throughout. Comes with "easy to remove" suspenders. No back 
pockets and lower ventilation zippers not to interfere with harness. Side pockets 
with reversed direction of zippers for easy access. Loops to hang carabiners. Double 
front pockets. Reinforced smooth area for spikes. 6 layers of protection meets CAN/
BNQ 1923-450-M91.

CLOTHING FOR ARBORISTS

 Tailored for high-level  
tree care and pruning 
As a professional arborist, you have very special demands when it comes to protective 

clothing in terms of safety, mobility and comfort. When designing and manufacturing 

Husqvarna’s arborist clothing, we choose the best items in our Technical and Technical 

Extreme collections and re-design them to create the ultimate gear for arborists.

TECHNICAL JACKET
Lightweight, ventilated and safe, 
Husqvarna's Technical jacket is 
designed to meet the needs of many 
professional jobs. With 4-Way stretch, 
Hi-Viz, material and many gear pockets 
the Technical jacket is a must have for 
outdoor tree care professionals. 4-Way 
stretch material and prebent arms for 
optimum movement. Lightweight 
design for comfort. High visibility 
orange and reflective highlight for 
additional safety. Reinforced elbows 
using Cordura®.

Keep your head cool  
and protected
HUSQVARNA ELEVATION (CLASS C)
Designed for the professional arborist who requires comfort, safety 
and style while working. Ventilated for breathability. Universal fit with 
a wheel ratchet depth adjustment. Front clips allow for addition of 
head lamp. Compatible with Husqvarna’s arborist helmet ear muffs 
(sold separately) and three visor styles, including clear, mirror and 
smoke (sold separately).
Meets both ANSI/ISEA Z89.1 – 2014 and CSA Z94.1 – 2015 Type 1, 
Class C. Maximum 10-year shelf life. Backed by a 3-year warranty.

Designed for the professional arborist who requires comfort, safety 
and style while working. Orange color for visibility. Universal fit 
with a wheel ratchet depth adjustment. Front clips allow for 
addition of head lamp. Compatible with Husqvarna’s arborist 
helmet ear muffs (sold separately) and three visor styles, including 
clear, mirror and smoke (all sold separately).
Meets both ANSI Z89.1 – 2014 and CSA Z94.1 – 2015, Type I, Class 
E. Meets and exceeds ISEA / ANSI Z89.1 – 2014, Type I with 
Electrical Insulation – Rated to Class E. 
Maximum 10-year shelf life. Backed by a 3-year warranty.

Well ventilated
Ventilated for optimal breathability and comfort 
during demanding work and warm conditions.

Comfortable chinstrap
The four-point chinstrap is made from washable eco-
leather for maximum comfort and convenient fit.

ARBORIST VISOR
Polycarbonate, impact-resistant visor is anti-fog and scratch-resistant. Can be easily raised 
or lowered and provides excellent visibility., 

HUSQVARNA SPIRE™ (CLASS E)
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Well ventilated
Openings at the yoke and at the lower back make for 
good ventilation. Zippers in the armpits and at the 
back of the legs let you adjust the airflow to your 
liking.

Pre-bent knees
The knees are pre-bent and have been tailored to 
offer maximum mobility without compromising safety. 

Easy-access pockets
The jacket has two pockets on the chest and a 
dedicated first-aid pocket. The trousers feature two 
front pockets, two back pockets, a leg pocket and a 
ruler pocket.

Adjust for perfect fit
The clothes come with elastic drawstrings at the 
waist and at the lower bottom of the jacket, allowing 
you to adjust your gear for perfect fit. 

TECHNICAL

Dress up for a productive workday
The Husqvarna Technical clothing range is designed and manufactured to perform all day, every day. Task-optimized 

design meets modern styling, while tough, light stretch fabrics, reinforced panels, pre-bent knees and elbows offer high 

resistance, durability and performance. You’ll look good. And you’ll work even better.

FUNCTIONAL

TECHNICAL

CLASSIC

TECHNICAL HI-VIZ CHAINSAW PANTS
Husqvarna protective pants have been completely 
redesigned taking into consideration all customer needs 
including weight, temperature, fit , convenience and most 
importantly safety. The Technical Hi-Viz Pants are setting a 
standard for Husqvarna protective pants and offer may 
features and benefits any chainsaw user will appreciate. 
4-Way stretch material and pre-bent knees for optimum 
movement. Ventilation areas (legs, back pockets) for 
breathability. Lightweight design for all day comfort. High 
visibility orange and reflective highlight for additional 
safety. Phone and gear pockets for added versatility. 
Certified chainsaw protective pant. Reinforced knees using 
Cordura®. These pants are tested in Accordance with ASTM 
F1897 (US) for leg protection for chainsaw users.

CLASSIC CHAINSAW PANTS
Husqvarna protective pants were designed 
taking into consideration all customer needs 
including comfort, weight, temperature, fit, 
convenience and most importantly safety. 
Our chainsaw pants are setting a standard 
with features any chainsaw user will 
appreciate. Durable material to hold up in 
various conditions. Light weight design for all 
day comfort. Reflective Husqvarna logo for 
high visibility. Reinforced knees. Ventilation 
on back of legs for breathability. Phone 
pocket. True fit sizing. Certified chainsaw 
protective pant - these pants are tested in 
Accordance with ASTM F1897 (US) for leg 
protection for chainsaw users.

WORK T-SHIRT, TECHNICAL
Light and cool t-shirt made from recycled polyester. With 
zipper front, extended back and easy access zipped front 
pocket. The t-shirt is ideal for use in warmer weather.  
The material transports moisture away from the body and 
dries quickly. Available with long or short sleeves. 
Size S–XXXL.

FUNCTIONAL IMPACT 
WORK PANTS
Great all-around pants for landscaping, 
brushcutting, and many other outdoor work 
activities. Lightweight poly cotton shell for all-
day comfort. Ventilation on back of the legs for 
breathability. Reflective Husqvarna logo for 
high visibility. Gear pocket. 500D Cordura 
articulated knee and leg. 2 layers of Veratex 
felt for shin protection.

TECHNICAL CHAINSAW PANTS
Husqvarna protective pants were designed taking into 
consideration all customer needs including comfort, weight, 
temperature, fit, convenience and most importantly safety. 
Our chainsaw pants are setting a standard with features any 
chainsaw user will appreciate. 4-Way stretch material and 
pre-bent knees for optimum movement. Ventilation areas 
(legs, back pockets) for breathability. Lightweight design for 
all day comfort. Phone and gear pockets for added 
versatility. Reinforced knees using Cordura®. Certified 
chainsaw protective pant - these pants are tested in 
accordance with ASTM F1897 (US) for leg protection for 
chainsaw users.

TECHNICAL APRON WRAP 
CHAINSAW CHAPS
Apron wrap chap made in 1000 Denier Polyester with PU 
coating. It contains 5 layers of TEK WARP protective 
material. Felling wedge and gear pocket. Acetal Delrin 
buckles. Adjustable waist size up to 38" (overall length is 
from waist to ankle). Wash in cold water mild detergent and 
hang to dry. Never use chlorine bleach.

Meets ASTM F1897, ANSI Z133.1. UL® certified.

Meets OSHA regulation 1910-266.

CLASSIC CHAINSAW CHAPS
5 layer frontal apron chainsaw chaps contain 
PVC coated 600 denier polyester with Tek 
warp protective layers. Tool/Gear pocket. 
Acetal Delrin buckles. Adjustable waist size up 
to 38" (overall length is from waist to ankle) . 
Wash in Cold water mild detergent & hang to 
dry. Never use chlorine bleach. Meets ASTM 
F1897, ANSI Z133.1, UL® Certified. Meets 
OSHA Regulation 1910-266.

FUNCTIONAL APRON 
CHAINSAW CHAPS
5 Layer Frontal Apron Chainsaw Chaps. 600 
Denier Polyester with PVC Coating with TEK 
WARP PROTECTIVE LAYERS. Felling wedge 
pocket. Acetal Delrin buckles. Adjustable 
waist size up to 38" (overall length is from 
waist to ankle). Wash in cold water mild 
detergent & hang to dry. Never use chlorine 
bleach. Meets ASTM F1897, ANSI Z133.1. UL® 
Certified. Meets OSHA Regulation 1910-266.
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RUBBER BOOTS, FUNCTIONAL  
WITH SAW PROTECTION
Work-ready Husqvarna logging boots that offer chainsaw resistance, 
waterproof protection, oil-resistant soles, and steel toes for optimal safety. 
Made of high-quality natural rubber, the boots feature cotton pile linings 
and 4-layer insoles, along with heel grips and ankle guards. Optional liners 
and caulks available. Meets OSHA Regulation 1910.266, and the steel toes 
meet ANSI and CSA standards (ANSI Z41-1999 I/75 C/75).

SPORT
Premium protective sunglasses designed for 
extreme style and performance. 
Incredibly lightweight for all day wear.

CLASSIC
Featuring a dielectric design with extended 
curved lens protection. Dual mold rubber 
temples and adjustable rubber nose piece. 
Black frame color with indoor/outdoor lens color.

TORQUE
Maximize your power at work or play in 
Husqvarna’s Torque Protective Glasses. 
These glasses offer extreme style and 
extreme performance and are incredibly 
lightweight for all-day wear.

VIBE
Premium protective sunglasses offer the 
perfect combination of style and safety for 
both men and women. Features a vented 
rubber nose piece for breathability and dual-
mold rubber temple grips for better stability. 
Purple frame color. Gradient mirror lens color.

CLEAR CUT
Premium protective sunglasses with an 
adjustable rubber nose piece for added 
comfort. Dual mold rubber temple grips for 
better stability. 
Husqvarna grey frame color with orange 
temple grips. Silver mirror lens color.

SAVANNAH
Premium protective sunglasses with a half-
frame style for unobstructed visibility. 
Features soft rubber temples and nose piece. 
Camo frame color. Bronze lens color.

FREESTYLE
Premium protective sunglasses with a sleek, 
lightweight, full frame with wide temples. 
Features a custom logo design for added style. 
Matte black frame color. Fire mirror lens color.

LEGACY
Sleek modern full frame design for added 
protection. Dual mold rubber temple grips for 
better stability. Husqvarna Orange and Grey 
Frame Color. Silver / Mirror lens color. 

FORTRESS
Enjoy strong workday protection in 
Husqvarna’s Fortress sunglasses. Features 
EVA foam-lined frames that effectively 
protect against dust and debris. 
Available in crystal black frame color with a 
smoke lens shading.

WOODLAND
Premium glasses with a sleek, modern, full-
frame design for added protection. Features 
dual-mold rubber temple grips for improved 
stability. Woodland camo frame color. Smoke 
lens color.

FLEX POLARIZED
Premium protective sunglasses with vented 
rubber nose piece for breathability and dual-
mold rubber temple grips for better stability. 
Polarized lenses eliminate reflective glare for 
reduced eyestrain and enhanced view. Crystal 
black frame color and smoke lens color.

PROTECTIVE  EQUIPMENTPROTECTIVE  EQUIPMENT

SAFETY GEAR

Made for working
For high-quality work, you need high-quality work wear. And of course, that means tried and tested 

premium gear. Husqvarna's range has been designed and developed to provide everything you need 

when it comes to protection, warmth and functionality to get the job done safely and efficiently. 

And every pair has polycarbonate lens with 99.9% UV protection and meets ANSI Z87.1.

TECHNICAL CHAINSAW 
PROTECTION GLOVE
A Technical glove with saw protection 20m/s. 
Goat leather palm with interlock jersey and 
grey foam and laminated spandex fabric on 
back. Goat leather provides excellent 
protection against moisture and is suitable for 
demanding work. Made with comfortable 
seams that follows the hand shape and with 
double thumb stitching.

TECHNICAL WORK GLOVES
Husqvarna’s Technical Work Gloves are 
heavy-duty gloves featuring full-coverage 
impact protection with secure wrist closures. 
Features D30® palm padding with DuraHide™ 
genuine leather. Lightweight and breathable 
with high-visibility colors.

FUNCTIONAL CHAINSAW 
PROTECTION GLOVES
A comfortable saw protection glove made 
with a goat leather double palm with foam 
laminated spandex on the back and with nylon 
neoprene knuckles. Goat leather provides 
excellent protection against moisture and is 
suitable for demanding work. Knitted wrist 
makes it easy to put on and provides soft 
comfort. Cut resistant material in left hand.

TECHNICAL WINTER GLOVES
Get a grip on winter weather with Husqvarna’s 
technical winter gloves featuring knuckle 
guard with EVA foam padding that extends to 
the index and middle finger. C100 3M 
Thinsulate™ traps warm air to help regulate 
your body temperature. Water-resistant nylon 
back-of-hand protection guards against the 
elements. Rugged Armortex® palm and thumb 
reinforcement provides robust abrasion 
resistance.

FUNCTIONAL WORK GLOVES
The Functional Glove is a padded palm work 
glove. Secure wrist closure. Reinforced palm 
protection. D30® palm padding. Lightweight 
and breathable. High-Viz protection. 
Touchscreen capable with smart phones.

CLASSIC WORK GLOVES
The Classic Work Gloves are general-purpose 
gloves featuring quick-fit elastic closures, 
synthetic leather palms, and high visibility 
design. Lightweight and breathable, the 
gloves are fully touchscreen capable with 
smart phones.

XTREME DUTY WORK GLOVES
Designed for multiple jobs such as rope/cable 
or wood handling, filing, and other everyday 
jobs. Heavy duty pig skin designed with a 
double reinforced split grain leather palm, 
thumb and index finger where reinforcement 
is needed most. Gunn cut with a shirred 
elastic back for a snug, secure fit.

XTREME GRIP GLOVES
The latex double-dipped formed gloves are 
both breathable and comfortable. They 
provide grip in wet or dry conditions. Nylon/
spandex is used on the back of the hand for 
better and tighter fit. Gloves are fast drying.
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FACE & HEARING PROTECTION
Comfortable hearing protectors where you can adjust the pressure by 
20 %. Ideal for grass clearing and trimming. Features a cover between 
the visor and headband, protecting your head from grass and rain. 
Always use mesh visor in combination with protective glasses.

FOREST HELMET, TECHNICAL

Lightweight with  
great visibility
A robust, yet lightweight helmet with an ergonomic 
design – packed with smart solutions that lessen the 
weight, enable a more personal fit and ensure a better 
head temperature even during long shifts. It also offers 
an improved field of vision and a headlamp slot.

Fluorescent orange

Safety gear that  
doesn’t restrict you
Your safety is our top priority. At Husqvarna we leverage feedback from 

our wide network of long-term, professional users combined with 

extensive research to develop a comprehensive line of ergonomically 

designed protective equipment.

HEARING PROTECTION WITH 
HEADBAND
Hearing protection where you can adjust the 
pressure by 20 %. With soft, airy padding in 
the headband. The hearing protectors are 
developed for optimal ergonomics.

Cool and comfortable
The ventilation system keeps your head cool and 
comfortable, even during hard work in hot weather.

Free view visor
The unique design gives a clear line of sight with 
the visor in upper position.

Easily adjustable
The one-hand wheel ratchet allows the user to 
quickly and easily change the size with one hand.

UV expiration indicator
The protective capability decreases when exposed 
to sunlight. The indicator shows the condition of the 
helmet and when it is time to replace it.

EXPLORE OUR 
ARBORIST HELMET

PAGE 68
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Engineered for high 
functionality and 
rugged conditions

Premium materials 
maximize breathability 
and comfort

Quality construction  
and contemporary  
designs are the perfect  
fit for any lifestyle

7 776 XPLORER LE ISURE COLLECTIONXPLORER LEISURE COLLECTION

Show who you are, even if you’re not doing any tough work at the 

moment. The Husqvarna Xplorer series is designed with that in mind. 

These leisurewear clothes and accessories will help you feel 

comfortable and express your workday confidence in your free time.

Change clothes.  
Not who you are.

EXPLORE ONLINE

View the entire range at  
husqvarna.com/us/apparel-gear
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Beyond easy partnership

HUSQVARNA CARE™

Buying a Husqvarna product means buying into a complete support system of quality and reliability. 
One essential part of the experience is being able to feel confident that your products always receive 
the best possible care, and that the correct spare parts and right components are used. 

Through our dedicated dealer network, you’ll have access to expert know-how and servicing options 
as well as a rapid delivery system for Husqvarna Genuine parts when time is of the essence.

Husqvarna Care has been developed to provide you and your business with the uptime and cost 
efficiency necessary for a truly successful operation. We care. So that you don’t have to worry.

WARRANTY 

The protection your products 
deserve 
Even the most reliable tools need a reliable warranty. Our gas-
powered professional chainsaws come with a standard one-
year warranty. And our battery-powered chainsaws are 
covered for two-years. More than giving you added peace of 
mind, this warranty supports our commitment to provide 
professionals with tools of high quality, dependability and 
reliability. 

HUSQVARNA DEALERS

Knowledge and expertise
Husqvarna has a worldwide dealer network and your local 
Husqvarna dealer is always ready to assist you with 
professional products for your specific application needs as 
well as maintenance advice and service assistance. If you 
haven’t already located your Husqvarna dealer, simply use the 
dealer locator at www.husqvarna.com

HUSQVARNA GENUINE PARTS

Original parts for genuine 
performance
Husqvarna Genuine Parts make sure your Husqvarna product 
can maintain performance at its peak potential, over time. They 
are tailor-made to fulfill the same requirements as the factory-
fitted parts in the original product. Regular maintenance and 
service, using Husqvarna Genuine Parts perfectly matched to the 
product, is the best way to ensure continuous uptime, a long 
service life, as well as a safe and smooth Husqvarna experience.
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